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CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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U.S. POSSESSIONS & BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

U.S. Possessions

Ex 101

103

101

H
Guam, 1899, Overprints complete (1-8, 10-12, E1), less the 10¢ brown Type II (#9); clean and fresh,
F.-V.F. overall, with the 8¢ & E1 particularly nice, see them all on our website, Scott $1,630.
Estimate $400 - 600

102

H
Hawaii, Welcoming Selection, 1864-96, comprising #30-34, 35-36, 53-61, 62-64, 65-66, 67-73, 74-79
and O1-O6; all hinged in a prior life, but here mounted on Scott pages; fresh and bright throughout, generally Very
Fine, Scott $1,939 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

103

H
Puerto Rico, 1898, 5¢ Coamo Provisional Issue (201), Type I, position 4 of the setting showing the
characteristic raised “C” and “S” of “CORREOS” and the break in the right frame line; full margins top and sides,
clear at bottom, showing a portion of the correct violet “F. Santiago” control mark., o.g., hinged, Very Fine, According to Scott, approximately 500 were issued of all four settings; with 2018 Crowe certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
Luis Alvarado in an article in PURIPEX - 77 theorizes that at most 140 examples of the type I could still be in
existence.

British Commonwealth
104

H
Bahamas, 1912-34, Issues complete (49-84), King George V and Pictorials (both sets) plus Peace
Commemorative Issue; all fresh with excellent centering; several items appear never hinged, Very Fine generally,
view on our website, Scott $887 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 105

Ex 106

105

H
Brunei, 1907-21, Brunei River Scenes complete (13-38), a remarkable set with great centering and
color on clean paper; gum ranges from pristine to darkened, but the stamps are sound in all respects and absolutely
stunning from the front, o.g., very lightly hinged (several appearing at first glance never hinged), Very Fine overall,
Scott $612.
Estimate $300 - 400

106

H
Cameroons, 1915, “C.E.F.” and ½d-5s on German Cameroun 3pf-5m complete (53-65), a very pretty
set of these popular overprints, very lightly hinged, with some appearing never hinged; #65 with disturbed gum and
gum crease, still overall Very Fine; #53, 55-58, 60-61 signed MZ Booleman; #64 signed (unclear), Scott $1,127. SG
B1/13.
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: IRAQ - STELLALAND

107

H
Iraq, Pictorials and Faisal complete, 1923-27 (1-14, O1-O25), regular issues along with both monoand bilingual Official overprints, o.g., very lightly hinged, stunningly pretty sets with exceptional centering, Very
Fine, view on our website, Scott $723 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

108

H
Ireland, Enticing Collection, 1922-25, needing only #38 to complete the period; overprints (unchecked
for varieties) are all crisp, with stamps exhibiting excellent color and centering; all hinged, but mounted on album
pages, Very Fine, view in full on our website—your eyes will smile, too; with 1991 A.P.S. certificate for #36, Scott
$2,751 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 109
109

H
Negri Sembilan, 1895-99, Tiger Heads, 1c to 50c complete (5-14), surprisingly fresh with great color
and nice centering; minor perforation faults on 15c and 50c values, still F.-V.F.+ overall, Scott $473.
Estimate $150 - 200

110

HH/H Nauru, 1916-24, Issues complete (1-15, 17-30), King George V overprints (including Seahorses), plus
“Nauru”-inscribed Freighters; fresh, with several Second Set items never hinged, Very Fine, view online, Scott $884
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

111

H
New Guinea, Complete Collection, 1925-28, regulars and Officials; includes #7a and 7b (but missing,
oddly, a straight #7) along with #O6a; note a Scott-unlisted plate flaw on #6 (with a line across the upright of “P” in
“PENCE”); needing #O2 and O7 to complete, bright and fresh, F.-V.F. with better, see it on our website, Scott $588
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

112

H
New Hebrides, Essentially Complete, 1908-25, missing just #31, choice sets, F.-V.F.+, available to
view on our website, Scott $422 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

113

H
Palestine, Complete Collection, 1918-28, with each set looking like it came from the Post Office yesterday; overprints on EEF issues unchecked for specialized varieties, Very Fine on the whole, imaged in full on our
website, Scott $905 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

114

H
Samoa, Surprising Collection, 1877-1919, one you don’t see every day; issues of the Kingdom nearly
complete (lacking only the 1893 and 1898 overprints); German Colony complete, and 1916-18 King George V issues complete; fresh color and clean, F.-V.F. with better, imaged online, Scott $2,524 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 115
115

H
$428.

Stellaland, 1884, First Issue complete (1-5), a stunning set with remarkable color, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
www.kelleherauctions.com
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: ALBANIA - AUSTRIA

Europe and Colonies

Ex 116

Ex 117

116

HH
Albania, 1914, Korce Issue, 10pa & 25pa complete (52A-53), each with clear strikes of red
handstamps and four large margins; imperforate on wove paper, from the second printing in sheets, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; with 2015 Ceremuga certificate, Scott $400 for hinged. SG 38a & 38c. Michel 1a-2a.
Estimate $150 - 200

117

H
Albania, 1920, Surcharges without new value complete (120-124), clean and lightly hinged, Very
Fine; 1q, 20q & 50q signed Kaufmann, Scott $744.
Estimate $150 - 200

118

H
Albania, Compelling Collection, 1913-28, a stunningly complete compilation neatly mounted on reproduction Scott pages; begins with the July and August 1913 handstamped issues (#20 and 21-26), and runs almost
unbroken through the first King Zog issues of 1928; includes Skanderberg issues, regular and overprinted; perforated Korçé double-headed eagles including #80 surcharged in red, and all general issues less #88 and 120-124;
Semi-Postals, the first three Airmail issues, and Postage Dues complete, generally Very Fine, tough material not often seen, especially in this quality, Scott $2,938 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 119
119

H
Andorra (Spanish), 1928, First Issue complete (1-12), each with crisp impression and clear overprint,
o.g., generally Very Fine, the complete set can be found on our website; 25c to 10p signed (10p twice, one Richter),
Scott $514.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 120
120

4

H
Austria, 1867-72, Franz Josef complete (27-33), sharp printing and crisp colors, including the two key
10kr and 15kr values, Very Fine, Scott $1,055.
Estimate $250 - 350
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: AUSTRIA - BALTIC STATES

121

HH
Austria, 1908-16, 60th Anniversary of Franz Josef’s Reign complete (110a-127), a Post Office fresh
set with lovely centering throughout, made all the more desirable for being never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $875
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

122

H
Austria, 1910, 1h-10k Emperor’s Birthday complete (128-144), set nicely centered with colors that
just pop, Very Fine, a great opportunity to acquire this popular set, Scott $473. Michel 161-177. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

123

H
Austria, The Alright Österreich Collection, 1850-1927, a lovely and remarkable collection, nearly
complete for the period; from Imperial Crests and Princes/Kaisers, to wartime German Austria overprints to
post-war Austria, we find regular issues, Semi-Postals (including Carinthia), Airmails, Dues, Special Deliveries,
Newspaper & Newspaper Tax Stamps, plus Offices in Crete and the Turkish Empire, o.g., Very Fine on the whole,
see it all on our website, Scott $2,892 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

124

H
Austria, Military Stamps, 1915-18 complete (M1-M82), a victorious formation of each and every
Feldpost stamp Austria issued during WWI, including the four Military Newspaper stamps (#MP1-MP4); clear overprints on #M1-M21, with crisp impressions and bright colors throughout—the collector had a discerning eye, overall
Very Fine, double-time it to our website to review, Scott $719 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

125

H
Austria, 1918-19 Occupation Stamps, Venezia Giulia & Venezia Tridentina (N20//NJ16), comprising
#N20-N30, N31-N32, N52-N60, N61-N63, N64-N74, NE1-NE3, NJ1-NJ7, NJ8-NJ16, even Dalmatia #1; fresh colors and nice centering throughout; a few items signed, a few others with catalogue numbers penciled on gum,
F.-V.F. or better, worth inspecting, Scott $1,238 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

126

H
Balkan States, Unified Collection, 1874-1918, comprising Bosnia & Herzegovina, Montenegro and
Serbia; the first complete for the period, the second nearly so, the last with more spaces to fill; nearly all mint hinged
(a few used examples crept in), neatly mounted on album pages; uniformly fresh and bright, both regular issues and
the full range of Back-of-the-Book, Very Fine, scanned in its entirety on our website, Scott $2,400 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

127

H
Baltic States, Estonia & Latvia Collections, 1918-28, each highly complete, Front- and
Back-of-the-Book; sound condition throughout, including Estonian parallel perf and imperf issues, Red Cross
Semi-Postals, Airs and Occupation stamps; Latvia complete, Very Fine overall, view all on our website, Scott
$1,298 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 128

Ex 129

128

H
Baltic States: Central Lithuania, 1920, 2m on 15sk to 10m on 5auk overprints complete (13-22),
deep colors and strong overprints, a Very Fine set, Scott $3,228.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

129

H
Baltic States: Estonia, 1923, 10M on 5M to 20M on 5M overprints complete (C4-C8), the nicest set
you’ll see for some time; fresh, cleanand with near-perfect centering, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$860.
Estimate $250 - 350

130

H
Baltic States: Latvia, Russian Occupation Issues, 1919 (2N9-2N36), pretty handstamped and surcharged issues, including the unissued typographed set of eight, Very Fine, visit our website to view, Scott $665
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: BALTIC STATES - BELGUIM

Ex 131
131

H/(H)
Baltic States: Lithuania, 1918-19, Typographs complete (1-26), both Vilnius and all three Kaunas
printings, fresh as they day they came off the press; Vilnius printings include margin examples, generally Very Fine,
Scott $685.
Estimate $150 - 200

132

H
Baltic States: Lithuania & Central Lithuania, Combined Collections, 1919-40, remarkable for their
completion: Lithuania needs but seven stamps for the entire period! through 1926 stamps are mounted, while
1928-40 issues are hinged on album pages; includes early 1930s issues perforated and imperforate, Semi-Postals,
Airmails, Semi-Postal Airs and a set of 1940 “LTSR” Russian Occupation overprints; Central Lithuania complete,
perforated and imperforate, save the 1920 overprints, Very Fine on the whole, see the entire collection on our
website, Scott $2,472 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 133

134

Ex 135

133

H
Baltic States: South Lithuania, 1919, Grodno District Locals, 50sk on 3k to 50sk on 70k complete
(L1-L8), a lovely, fresh set not often encountered, F.-V.F.+; each signed Mikulski, Scott $480.
Estimate $150 - 200

134

H
$750.

135

H
Belgium, 1919, King Albert I, 1c-10fr complete (124-137), Post Office fresh set with the key 3F value
as close to perfect as you’ll ever find, Very Fine, Scott $647.
Estimate $150 - 200

Belgium, 1884, 1fr brown on greenish (54), a lovely, fresh example, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 136

Ex 137

136

H
Belgium, 1918 Red Cross surcharges complete (B34-B47), bright colors and sharp impressions on
clean white paper throughout, overall F.-V.F., Scott $990.
Estimate $300 - 400

137

H
Belgium, Parcel Post, 1920, 10c-10fr complete (Q82-Q102), a remarkable set mint (not often seen)
with excellent color and freshness and generally superior centering; centime values are hinged, franc values lightly
so, Very Fine, Scott $881.
Estimate $250 - 350
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: BELGIUM - BULGARIA

Ex 138

Ex 143

138

HH
Belgium, Parcel Post, 1920-21, 10c-20fr complete (Q103-Q131), a stunning set for being not only mint
but never hinged (save the 25c value); lustrous color on crisp white paper throughout; gum bends or creases on 25c
and 10F dark brown, F.-V.F., and here’s a challenge: #Q123 is used—it’s the only Belgian Q value the collector
could never find mint; can you find one? Scott $675 (no premium for n.h.).
Estimate $200 - 300

139

H
Belgium, Parcel Post Bonanza, 1882-1928, rarely encountered virtually complete, all mint Belgian Q’s;
a very pretty collection that includes #Q7-Q15, Q16-Q24, plus 1902, 1912, 1916 and 1922-28 issues, F.-V.F. with
better interspersed, don’t miss this one: all aboard! Scott $2,195 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

140

H
Belgium, Solid Selection, 1884-1928, regular issues starting with the 1884-91 Lion & Leopold and
1915-20 Albert & Pictorial issues, and running complete for 1920-28; also features tabbed Semi-Postals complete
(regular issue along with “1911" and ”Charleroi 1911" overprints) with 1914 Red Cross and 1920 Olympics through
1927 Caritas; Postage Dues complete, Newspaper Stamps complete (not often seen), plus German Occupation
stamps complete, Very Fine overall, Scott $2,102 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

141

HH/H Belgium, “No Sunday Sales” labels complete, 1893-1913 (60-107), beautifully fresh with strong color
and impressions across the sets; most lightly hinged, but #92-102 (less the 40c value) are never hinged, Scott
value is for “run-of-the-mill” quality stamps; many of the Coat-of-Arms & Leopold series have perforations clear of
design—bringing a premium in Scott not counted in our total, Very Fine overall, be sure to view in its entirety on our
website, Scott $1,786 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

142

H
Belgian Africa, Belgian Congo & Belgian East Africa Collection, 1886-1928, two collections of pristine stamps; Congo runs near-complete from 1886 Independent issue through the 1928 Stanley issue, with
Semi-Postals, Airs and Dues; East Africa starts with 1922 “Occupation Belge” overprints (Scott German East Africa
#25-29) and runs complete Ruanda-Urundi #6-34, again with Semi-Postals and Dues, bright and colorful, generally
Very Fine, see it all on our website, Scott $1,387 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

143

H
Belgian Congo, 1894-1901, Pictorials complete (14-30), comprising the three separate Scott-listed
emissions (#14-26, 27-28 & 29-30); remarkable color and registration, all nicely centered on crisp white paper, o.g.,
very lightly hinged (most stamps with just the barest trace of hinging); small paper adhesion on the 10F, nevertheless a Very Fine set, Scott $958.
Estimate $200 - 300

144

145

144

H
Bulgaria, 1879, Lion of Bulgaria, 10c black & green (2), a show-stopper of a stamp, with vivacious
color, clear impression and lily-white paper, all perfectly centered; pulled perforation lower right hardly detracts,
Very Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

145

H
Bulgaria, 1879, Lion of Bulgaria, 50c black & blue (4), excellent color, clean paper and undulled perforations, F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
www.kelleherauctions.com
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: BULGARIA - CZECHOSLOVAKIA

146

Ex 147

Ex 148

146

H
Bulgaria, 1881, Lion of Bulgaria, 25s black & violet (10), a pretty example of this tough stamp, part
o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200

147

H
Bulgaria, Postage Dues, 1884, First Issue, large lozenge perforations complete (J1-J3), an absolutely exquisite set, with rich color on clean paper and with nearly mathematical centering, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 5s signed, Scott $1,263.
Estimate $400 - 600

148

H
Bulgaria, Postage Dues, 1886, First Issue imperforate complete (J4-J6); slight oxidation along top of
#J4, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

149

H
Bulgaria, So Fine a Collection, 1879-1928, neatly mounted on “Vintage Reproduction” Scott pages;
starts with the First Issue (#1, 3, 5) and ends with the First Issue reprints/redesigns of 1927-28; in between, you’ll
find just a handful of empty spaces; quality throughout is excellent, with even the early issues well centered (tough
with these small-margined issues); Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and Postal Tax stamps featured as well as
Front-of-the-Book, Very Fine, a beautiful compilation of Classics, Scott $2,510 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

150

151

152

150

H
Czechoslovakia, 1919, overprinted 30h carmine Austrian Postage Due (B45), o.g., very lightly
hinged, nice color and centering, Very Fine; signed, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

151

H
Czechoslovakia, 1919, overprinted 50h carmine Austrian Postage Due (B46), a beautifully fresh example, with excellent color, centering and gum, o.g., very lightly hinged (appears never hinged), Very Fine; signed
several times, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

152

H
Czechoslovakia, 1919, overprinted 10k ultramarine Austrian Postage Due (B57), a real beauty with
excellent color and centering, and completely sound, o.g., very lightly hinged (at first glance appears never hinged),
Very Fine; signed ZS Mikulski and others, with 1987 Mikulski certificate, Scott $475. Michel 91.
Estimate $250 - 350

153

H
Czechoslovakia, Comprehensive Collection, 1918-26, presented mounted on reproduction Scott
pages, with an incredible degree of completion—just a few items are needed for the period; Post Office fresh
throughout with nicer centering than usually encountered; includes scarce Eastern Silesia #31-32 (only 2500 issued), Very Fine, see it all on our website; Eastern Silesia #31-32 signed Mrnák and Lesëtický Ustredna, 1994 APS
certificates for #B37 & B38; 1990 E. Diena certificate for #B21a, Scott $2,664 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRANCE

Ex 154

Ex 155

154

H

155

H
France, 1902, Mouchon Retouched, 10c-30c complete (133-137), a very pretty set, bright and fresh,
F.-V.F.+, Scott $476. Yvert 124-128.
Estimate $150 - 200

France, 1879-90, Sage, 3c to 75c complete (97-102), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $878.
Estimate $200 - 300

156
156

H
France, 1923, 1fr Bordeaux Philatelic Congress (197), there might be the slightest hint of this stamp
being hinged—or there might not (never hinged catalogue value $825); gum skips, so we’re basing our estimate on
the hinged value, but this is one of the prettier examples you’ll find, Very Fine, Scott $440. Yvert 182.
Estimate $150 - 200

157

Ex 158

157

H
France, 1927, Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition, pair with central label, from souvenir sheet
(241a-241b), o.g., hinged in label only (stamps never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $500. Yvert 242A.
Estimate $150 - 200

158

H
France, 1917-19, 15c+10c to 1Fr+1Fr War Orphans (1st issue) (B3-B9), each fresh with good color,
o.g., hinged (some lightly), F.-V.F., Scott $921. Yvert 148-154.
Estimate $250 - 350

159
159

H
France, 1917, 5fr+5fr War Orphans (B10), an exceptionally fresh example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,600. Yvert 155.
Estimate $350 - 500
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRANCE

160

161

162

163

164

160

H
France, Postage Due, 1871, 60c yellow (J9), nicely centered with four full margins, o.g., hinge remnant,
Very Fine; signed Schiller, Scott $475. Yvert 8.
Estimate $150 - 200

161

H
France, Postage Due, 1884, 60c black (J22), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed, Scott $600.
Yvert 21.
Estimate $150 - 200

162

H
France, Postage Due, 1881, 1fr black (J23), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, Very Fine; signed twice, with
2012 Roumet certificate, Scott $750. Yvert 22.
Estimate $150 - 200

163

H

164

H
France, Postage Due, 1884, 5fr black (J25), o.g., hinge remnant, deep rich color; blunted perforations
at top, F.-V.F., Scott $3,000. Yvert 24.
Estimate $300 - 400

France, Postage Due, 1884, 2fr black (J24), a pretty example, Very Fine, Scott $1,400. Yvert 23.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 165

166

165

H
France, Postage Dues, 1884, 1fr-5fr complete (J26-28), a nice set; 2Fr with small hinge remnant, Very
Fine; 1Fr & 5Fr signed, Scott $1,040.
Estimate $250 - 350

166

H
France, Postage Due, 1894, 30c orange red (J35), full, pristine o.g. and great color; small hinge remnant, F.-V.F.; with 1995 G. Renon certificate, Scott $475. Yvert 34.
Estimate $150 - 200

167

Ex 168

167

H
France, Postage Due, 1896, 1fr rose on straw (J40), nice color and a perfect face, o.g., hinge remnant,
F.-V.F.; with 1995 G. Renon certificate, Scott $475. Yvert 39.
Estimate $150 - 200

168

H
France, Alsace-Lorraine, 1870, 1c-25c complete, burelage upright (N1-N7), a sharp-looking set,
o.g., F.-V.F. with better; #N2 signed Champion, N3-N5 Roig, N6-N7 Calves, Scott $835. Yvert 1-7.
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRANCE - FRENCH OFFICES IN CHINA

169

Ex 173

169

H/(H)
France, Newspaper Stamps, 1868, 2c lilac & 2c(+2c) blue (P1-P2), #P1 no gum from sheet
(“provenant du feuillet”, per certificate); P2 with small paper hinge remnant, o.g. or without gum, Extremely Fine;
#P1 signed A. Brun, P2 Champion, both with 2016 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificates, Scott $750. Yvert 1-2.
Estimate $150 - 200

170

H
France, Beautiful Back-of-the-Book collection, 1859-1928, comprising Semi-Postals (including
#B1-B2 and B11, along with second- and third issue Orphelins issues and 1928 Caisse d’Amortissement
1.50F+8.50F); Airs #C1-C2; a lovely, solid selection of Postage Dues (including a very nice 50c black, no gum);
Newspaper Stamps #P3-P5 with 2016 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate; Military “F.M.” overprints from 1901-07,
plus German Occupation issues complete (#N15-N26), F.-V.F. with much better, very pretty—but see for yourself
on our website, Scott $5,829 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

171

H
France, Fantastic Front-of-Book, 1862-1927, all mint with varying degrees of hinging, from barely visible to possible remnants; begins with 1862 and 1871 Napoleon issues (stunning catalogue value, though a few with
condition issues), though picks up in earnest with the 1892 Sage issues and runs nearly complete through the 1927
American Legion duo; first issue Rights of Man are here, as are some very pretty Mersons (including the 2F violet
and yellow), Sowers, 1924 Olympics, Pasteur and Ronsard, and 1925 International Exposition, F.-V.F. with many
better, including Mersons and later issues, scanned in its entirety on the web, Scott approximately $6,747 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

172

H
French Offices in Alexandria, Near-Complete, 1899-1928, needing only #46A; sharp color and clean
impressions throughout; includes Semi-Postals and Dues along with all the regular issues; Mersons are particularly
pretty, o.g., F.-V.F. with many better; with 1987 Bernard Behr certificate for Yvert #59, Scott $1,313 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

173

H
French Offices in China, 1894-1900, 1c to 5F surcharges complete (1-12A), a remarkable set, including not just the major number items, but several tough-to-find varieties: #2a (signed Jean Cividini/Paris), 3a, 9a, 9b
and 12Ab (the 5F with red overprint), what’s more amazing, the set is Very Fine overall, be sure to view the entire lot
on our website, Scott $980.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 174
174

H
French Offices in China, 1902-04, 1c-5f surcharges on Indochina issues complete (18-33), a clean
set, with a mix of Type 1 and Type 2 stamps, mixed, but most Very Fine; most signed, Scott $481. Yvert 45,49-62.
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH OFFICES IN CHINA - CHUNGKING

Ex 175
175

H
French Offices in China, 1904-05, 1c-10f surcharges on Indochina issues complete (46-56), a very
pretty set, with gum ranging from near-pristine to heavily hinged, o.g., overall Very Fine; 4c, 10c, 20c &1Fr signed
various, Scott $1,585. Yvert 63-74.
Estimate $400 - 600

176

H
French Offices in China, 1902-22, Solid Selection, comprising Offices in China General Issues between 1902 and 1922, and Offices in Canton 1908-18; General Issues include the series of 1902-03, 1907,
1911-12 and 1922, along with the parallel Postage Dues; Canton features 1908 and 1918 overprints to the 10F
value, Very Fine overall, see everything on the website, Scott $1,375 (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 177

178

Ex 179

177

H
French Offices in Canton, 1901-02, 1c-5f surcharges, less 5c green (1-14 (less 2A)), o.g., lightly
hinged; 2c pulled perforation lower left, 15c & 20c no gum, generally Very Fine; 20c signed, Scott $500. Yvert 1-16
(less 4).
Estimate $150 - 200

178

H
French Offices in Canton, 1901-02, 5c green (2A), a really lovely example, part o.g., Very Fine; thrice
signed, Scott $600. Yvert 4.
Estimate $200 - 300

179

H
French Offices in Canton, 1903-04, 1c-5f surcharges complete (15-30), a pretty set, o.g., hinged,
F.-V.F.; 50c brown, 50c carmine on rose & 1Fr signed, Scott $788. Yvert 17-32.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 180

Ex 181

Ex 182

180

H
French Offices in Canton, 1906, 1c-10f surcharges complete (31-47), a pretty set with crisp overprints, F.-V.F.; 5F signed, Scott $435. Yvert 33-49.
Estimate $150 - 200

181

H
French Offices in Chungking, 1903, 1c-5f surcharges complete (1-16), F.-V.F.; 40c, both 50c varieties and 70c signed various, Scott $760. Yvert 32-47.
Estimate $200 - 300

182

H
French Offices in Chungking, 1906, 1c-10f surcharges complete (17-33), fresh, F.-V.F. overall with
several nicer; 75c, 2F & 5F signed various, Scott $635. Yvert 48-64.
Estimate $200 - 300

183

H
French Offices in Chungking, 1908-19, “Tchongking” overprints complete (34-67), choice, F.-V.F.
with much better, Scott $520 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH OFFICES IN HOI HAO - MONGTSEU

184

185

186

Ex 188

184

H
French Offices in Hoi Hao, 1901, 15c blue (6), nice color with crisp overprint, full o.g., very lightly
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,850. Yvert 7.
Estimate $350 - 500

185

H
French Offices in Hoi Hao, 1901, 1f bronze green (14), o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; signed, Scott
$800. Yvert 14.
Estimate $150 - 200

186

H
French Offices in Hoi Hao, 1901, 5f red lilac (15), pretty pastel color with a nicely showing overprint,
about 80% o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; signed, Scott $800. Yvert 15.
Estimate $150 - 200

187

H
French Offices in Hoi Hao, 1901-18, Offices nearly complete, missing only #6 & 14-15; fresh and
clean with clear overprints and bright color, F.-V.F. with later issues Very Fine, a rare chance; see it all on the web;
1902-04 series (Scott #18-33, Yvert #49-62) with 2014 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate, Scott $2,147 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

188

H
French Offices in Kwangchowan, 1906, 1c-10f surcharges complete (1-17), F.-V.F.; 2F signed A.
Brun, 5F signed twice, 10F signed J.F. Brun, Scott $845. Yvert 1-17.
Estimate $200 - 300

189

H
French Offices in Kwangchowan, 1908-27, Office complete (1898), for the period; remarkably
fresh—these look like they were purchased yesterday; features 1908 & 1918 sets to the 10F value, 1923 to the 2pi
and 1927 to the $2, Very Fine, a lovely collection; see it in its entirety on the web, Scott $725 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 190

191

Ex 192

190

H
French Offices in Mongtseu, 1903-04, 1c-5f surcharges, less 25c (1-7, 8-15), excellent color and
clear overprints; 75c with hinge remnant, still F.-V.F. overall, with several better; 30c & 40c signed, #11 with 2014
Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate, Scott $1,089. Yvert 1-8, 10-16.
Estimate $300 - 400

191

H
French Offices in Mongtseu, 1903, 25c black on rose (7C), a real eye-catcher, with deep color, clean
paper and excellent centering, full, pristine o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $725. Yvert 9.
Estimate $200 - 300

192

H
French Offices in Mongtseu, 1906, 1c-10f surcharges complete (16-32), with “Mong-Tseu” surcharge; fresh; 30c no gum, set is F.-V.F. with better individual items; 50c, 1F, 5F & 10F signed various, Scott $607.
Yvert 17-33.
Estimate $150 - 200

193

H
French Offices in Mongtseu, 1908-19, “Mongtseu” overprinted sets complete (33-68), incredibly
fresh and clean, F.-V.F. or better; with 2014 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificates for each set (Yvert #34A-50 &
51-67), Scott $636. Maury 34A-67. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH OFFICES IN PAK HOI - TURKISH EMPIRE

Ex 194

Ex 195

194

H
French Offices in Pak Hoi, 1903-04, 1c-5f surcharges complete (1-16), a nice First Issue set; #7 part
o.g., Very Fine; #4, 8, 13 & 15-16 signed various, Scott $786. Yvert 1-16.
Estimate $250 - 350

195

H
French Offices in Pak Hoi, 1906, 1c-10f surcharges complete (17-33), a pristine set, F.-V.F.; 75c
signed, 5F & 10F signed A. Brun, Scott $631. Yvert 17-33.
Estimate $150 - 200

196

H
French Offices in Pak Hoi, 1908-18, “Pakhoi” overprints complete (34-69), pristine, F.-V.F. with
much better, Scott $405 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 197

Ex 198

197

H/(H)
French Offices in Yunnan Fu, 1903-04, 1c-5f surcharges complete (1-15), o.g. or without gum, a very
pretty set; 10c, and 50c carmine no gum, horizontal tear at right on 75c, F.-V.F.; most signed Jean Hotz/Paris, Scott
$940. Yvert 1-15.
Estimate $350 - 500

198

H
French Offices in Yunnan Fu, 1906, 1c-10f surcharges complete (17-33), F.-V.F. overall, with better;
5F signed A. Brun, Scott $608. Yvert 16-32.
Estimate $250 - 350

199

H
French Offices in Yunnan Fu, 1908-19, “Yunnanfou” overprints complete (34-67), two gorgeous
sets, F.-V.F. with better, Scott $516 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

200

H
French Offices in Port Said, Nice Collection, 1899-1928, mounted on Scott reproduction pages, all
with crisp color and clean paper; includes #17, the 25c on 25c on 10c overprint; missing only #33-50 and J1-J4 for
completion; Semi-Postals and Dues included, o.g., F.-V.F.; with 2014 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate for Yvert
#49-60 with 51a, Scott $2,210 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 201

Ex 202

201

H
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1885-1901, 1pi-20pi surcharges (1-7), basic set complete (by
Scott), includes #3a, o.g., lightly hinged, 20pi on 5F appears never hinged, F.-V.F.; #1 & 3a signed (#3a by A. Brun),
Scott $1,155. Yvert 1//8.
Estimate $350 - 500

202

H
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1902-20, 1c-20pi definitives complete (21-38), a pretty set,
with the Mersons particularly nice, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine set; several signed, including key #33, Scott
$726. Yvert 9-26.
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH OFFICES IN ZANZIBAR - FRENCH COLONIES - ANNAM & TONKIN

Ex 203
203

H
French Offices in Zanzibar, 1894, ½a & 5c on 1c to 10a & 1fr on 40c surcharges complete (12-16),
fresh colors and clearly struck overprints, a F.-V.F. set, Scott $1,335.
Estimate $350 - 500

204

Ex 205

Ex 206

204

E
French Colonies, 1876, 4c gray (18), solid margins, crisp printing (as would be expected) with tell-tale
“scar” on cheek, pristine, Very Fine; with 2016 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate. Yvert 16. Estimate $300 - 400

205

H/(H)
French Colonies, 1877-78, Sage imperfs, 1c to 1fr complete (24-36), very pretty face across the set,
with each stamp having full to large margins; 1c appears never hinged, 2c & 1Fr no gum, o.g. or without gum, Very
Fine; 10c signed Kosack, 35c signed twice, Scott $871.
Estimate $250 - 350

206

H
French Colonies, 1878-80, Peace & Commerce (Type II), 1c to 25c complete (38-45), a lovely set with
strong colors and exceptional centering, o.g.; #44 with diagonal crease lower left visible only from reverse, Very
Fine, Scott $1,642.
Estimate $350 - 500

207

H
French Colonies, Mélange Mix, 1859-1927, comprising a very pretty French Colonies general issues
collection, Algeria, Castellorizo and Memel; General Issues include all 1859-76 issues (less the vaunted #18)—a
few condition issues, but very pretty nonetheless and #12 with a 1985 P.F. certificate—and complete from 1881
through 1906; Algeria is complete for the period, as is Memel (1920-23); a couple Castellorizo singles round out the
lot, mostly Very Fine, Scott $7,232 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

208

H
French Colonies: Alaouites, French Mandate Complete, 1925-28, regular issues, Airmails and Postage Dues; remarkably fresh and incredibly well-centered; see it all on the web, Very Fine, Scott $556 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 209

Ex 210

209

H
French Colonies: Anjouan, 1892-1912, the country complete (1-30); #7, 16, 18 & 19 no gum, F.-V.F.
set with individual better, Scott $634. Yvert 1-30.
Estimate $150 - 200

210

H
French Colonies: Annam & Tonkin, 1888, Complete Issues (1-6), all six overprints (three each reading “A & T” and “A - T”), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; #2, 5 & 6 signed (2 & 6 A. Brun), Scott $1,228.
Estimate $300 - 400
www.kelleherauctions.com
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH COLONIES BENIN - CASTELLORIZO

211

H
French Colonies: Bénin, (French), Highly Complete Collection, 1892-94, a lovely grouping, with
1892 straightline overprints to 1F and 1893 and 1894 “printed name” Navigation & Commerce sets complete, o.g.,
fresh; #5 with a clipped corner perforation, F.-V.F. overall, with much better, Scott $3,085 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 212

Ex 213

212

H
French Colonies: Cameroun, 1915, 1c to 2Fr “Corps Expéditionnaire Franco-Anglais
CAMEROUN” overprints complete (101-105, 106-115), a pretty set, Very Fine, Scott $2,605.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

213

H
French Colonies: Cameroun, 1916, 1c-2f surcharges complete (116-129), Very Fine; all but 15c
value signed, Scott $1,550. Yvert 53-66.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 214

Ex 215

214

H
French Colonies: Castellorizo, 1920, 1c-20pi “B.N.F.” overprints complete (1-13), fresh, F.-V.F.
with Mersons Very Fine; most signed, including #2, 9 A. Brun and 12-13 Calves, Scott $2,110. Yvert 1-13.
Estimate $500 - 750

215

H
French Colonies: Castellorizo, 1920, 1c to 20pi on 5Fr “O.N.F. Castellorizo” overprints complete
(14-28), great color and strong strikes of overprints, overall Very Fine; all but 1c and 40c signed various, Scott
$1,192.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 216
216

16

H
French Colonies: Castellorizo, 1920, 5c to 25c “O.F. Castelloriso” overprints on French Sowers
(33-36), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; each signed J.F. Brun, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH COLONIES CILICIA - FRENCH CONGO

217

219

217

H
French Colonies: Cilicia, 1920, 100pi on 5f dark blue & buff (109), an absolutely spectacular stamp,
with fresh color, clean paper and perfect centering, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; signed, Scott $900.
Yvert 88.
Estimate $350 - 500

218

H
French Colonies: Cilicia, Virtually Complete French Occupation Collection, 1919-21, mounted on
Scott reproduction pages and needing just five stamps to complete; regular issues and Dues (no Airs) with all of the
various applied overprints, o.g., bright and fresh, overall Very Fine, Scott $3,278 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

219

H
French Colonies: Dahomey, 1912, 10c on 50c brown on azure, country name in red (40), fresh, o.g.,
very lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; signed A. Brun and Octave Roumet, Scott $1,125. Yvert 41.
Estimate $250 - 350

220

H
French Colonies: Dahomey, Complete Collection, 1900-28, missing only #40, o.g., sharp, eye-catching colors and clean paper throughout, Very Fine, a very nice collection; see it all on the web site, Scott $1,348
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 221

223

224

221

H
French Colonies: Diego Suarez, 1892-93, 1c-1f Navigation & Commerce sets complete (25-50),
one 1F value by Fournier, o.g., mostly lightly hinged; part o.g. on #25-26, 41 & 47; no gum #35; #36 small scuff to
face, F.-V.F., Scott $454. Yvert 25-50.
Estimate $150 - 200

222

H
French Colonies: French Africa, Continental Compilation, 1894-1928, comprising Chad (1922-28,
with Dues), Cameroun (1916-27), Nossi-Bé (1894), Togo (1916-27, with Dues), Ubangi (1915-28, including
Semi-Postals and Dues) and Upper Volta (1920-28, with Dues); fresh colors and clean paper throughout, Very Fine
overall, take a Safari to our website to see the collection in full, Scott $1,261 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

223

H
French Colonies: French Congo, 1900, 5f ocher & gray (49a), full o.g. with the barest hint of hinging, a
pretty example of a tough stamp, Very Fine, Scott $750. Yvert 41a.
Estimate $150 - 200

224

H
French Colonies: French Congo, 1900, 5c on 30c yellow & brick red (52), on medium white wove paper with “Rose Branch” watermark, o.g., hinge remnants, sound, with fresh color and nice centering, Very Fine, only
2,415 were produced; signed Sismondo, with his 2011 certificate, Scott $325. Yvert 46.
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH COLONIES FRENCH CONGO - FRENCH SUDAN

225

H
French Colonies: French Congo & Middle Congo, Collection, 1892-1928, French Congo 1892-1900,
Middle Congo complete 1907-28 with Semi-Postals and Dues; a fresh and lovely compilation, Very Fine, Scott
$890 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 226

Ex 229

232

226

H
French Colonies: French Guiana, 1892, 1c-1f overprinted complete (18-30), fresh color and perforations clear of design on most; 25c with nibbed perforation left, 35c with pulled perforation top, overall Very Fine,
Scott $1,250. Yvert 16-28.
Estimate $300 - 400

227

H
French Colonies: French Guiana, Highly Complete Collection, 1887-1928, starting with #4, and then
complete for the period from #31, including Navigation & Commerce, Semi-Postals and Dues; bright and fresh,
overall F.-V.F. with better, view all on the web, Scott $958 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

228

H
French Colonies: French Guinea, complete, 1892-1927, crisp and fresh, with better-than-average
centering for Colonial issues; includes regular issues, Semi-Postals and Dues for the period, early issues generally
F.-V.F. with better later issues, entirely scanned on our website, Scott $1,598 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

229

H
French Colonies: French India, 1903, 5c on 25c to 40c on 50c Surcharges complete (20-23), o.g.,
mostly lightly hinged, with fresh colors and exceedingly well-centered overall, Very Fine; 5c signed Marquelet, 10c
Roumet and 40c Calves, Scott $1,425. Yvert 20-23.
Estimate $500 - 750

230

H
French Colonies: French India, & Mohéli Collections, 1885-1928, Mohéli complete, French India virtually so; Front- and Back-of-the-Book included; overall very fresh and nicely centered, F.-V.F. with much better,
see it all on the web, Scott $917 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

231

H
French Colonies: French Morocco, Rockin’ Collection, 1891-1928, mounted on Scott pages, with
only a few empty spaces; exquisite color and printing, with nary a condition issue to be found; includes “Tanger”
overprints, Semi-Postals (regular and Airmail), Airs, Dues and Parcel Post issues, F.-V.F. with much better, be sure
to view the entire lot on our web site, Scott $3,078 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

232

H
French Colonies: French Morocco, 1891, 10c on 25c black on rose (3b), o.g., very lightly hinged, a
real beauty, F.-V.F.; signed Belleville Paris, with 2000 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate, Scott $1,100. Yvert 5d.
Estimate $250 - 350

233

H
French Colonies: French Oceania, Collection Complete, 1892-1927, choice, F.-V.F. with later issues
better, see it all on the website, Scott $1,181 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

234

H
French Colonies: French Pacific, A Trio of Collections, 1903-28, comprising New Hebrides
1908-1925 complete (British Postage Dues issue included, but not mounted), Tahiti 1903 overprints and 1915
Semi-Postals, and Wallis & Futuna 1920-28 complete with Dues; crisp and clean throughout, Very Fine, Scott
$1,092 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

235

H
French Colonies: French Sudan, Sumptuous Collection, 1894-1928, complete for the period (less
#1-2), all with eye-popping color and great appeal, Very Fine overall, see for yourself on the web, Scott $529 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH COLONIES FRENCH WEST AFRICA - GUADELOUPE

236

H
French Colonies: French West Africa, Senegal & Niger Area Collections, 1892-1928, four in total:
Niger complete 1921-28, Senegal complete (less 1903 Postage Dues) 1892-1928, Senegambia & Niger 1903
complete, and Upper Senegal & Niger 1900-17 complete; all fresh and clean with vibrant colors, Very Fine overall,
imaged in full on our website, Scott $1,783 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 237

Ex 239

Ex 240

237

H
French Colonies: Gabon, 1910, 1c-5f Pictorials complete (33-48), remarkably fresh with vibrant color
and sharp printing, Very Fine, Scott $1,167. Yvert 33-48.
Estimate $300 - 400

238

H
French Colonies: Gabon, Talk-of-the-Town Collection, 1904-28, virtually complete from Navigation &
Commerce through the change of name to French Equatorial Africa, with Semi-Postals and Dues as well; a lovely
collection, with nice quality throughout, overall Very Fine with Navigation & Commerce set Fine-Very Fine, it’s all on
the website—come view, Scott $711 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

239

H
French Colonies: Grand Comoro, 1897-1912, the country complete (1-29), a tough Colony, especially this fresh; #1-19 lightly hinged, #20-29 with hinge lip remnants, F.-V.F., Scott $485. Estimate $150 - 200

240

H
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, 1891, 1c-1f overprints complete (14-26), a very nicely centered Colonial issue, Very Fine overall, Scott $601. Yvert 14-26.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 241

Ex 242

241

H
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Postage Dues, 1884, 5c to 50c complete (J6-J12), o.g., mostly lightly
hinged, a few with hinge remnants, each with generous margins and remarkably bright color; 30c with paper adhesion reverse and slight facial scuff, Very Fine, Scott $633.
Estimate $150 - 200

242

H
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Postage Dues, 1903, 30c on 60c & 30c on 1f (J13-J14), o.g., hinged,
Very Fine; #J13 signed JF Brun, #14 Bernichon, Scott $725. Yvert 13-14.
Estimate $150 - 200

243

H
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Lovely Collection, 1884-1928, fresh and clean throughout, starting
from #1; regular issues complete less 1891 and 1904 overprints; Semi-Postals #B1-B2 and Dues complete from
1905, F.-V.F. with better throughout, see it all on our website, Scott $984 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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EUROPE AND COLONIES:FRENCH COLONIES INDOCHINA - MARTINIQUE

Ex 244

Ex 245

Ex 247

244

H
French Colonies: Indochina, 1892-1900, Navigation & Commerce, 1c to 5f complete (3-21), crisp
color and remarkably fresh, F.-V.F. overall, with better, Scott $491.
Estimate $150 - 200

245

H
French Colonies: Indochina, 1904-06, “France” issue, 1c to 10F complete (24-40), fresh and clean
with lively color, F.-V.F. with many Very Fine, Scott $668.
Estimate $200 - 300

246

H
French Colonies: Indochina & Cochin China, 1886-1927, two lovely collections combined; Indo-China
(1889-1927) complete less 1892-96 Navigation & Commerce, 1904-06 France and 1904-05 Postage Dues issues;
includes the iconic “Annamite Girl” and “Cambodian Girl” issues, as well as the Angkor Wat Dragon Dues; complemented by Cochin China complete, Very Fine overall, all available to view on the web, Scott $2,167 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800

247

H
French Colonies: Ivory Coast, 1892-1900, First Issue Navigation & Commerce, 1c to 1f complete
(1-17), 20c, 30c and 1F values Fournier forgeries; condition mixed but sound, with stamps hinged to with remnants,
F.-V.F., a tough set, Scott $576.
Estimate $150 - 200

248

H
French Colonies: Ivory Coast, Lovely Collection, 1904-27, complete, fresh, and even the Navigation
& Commerce set is nicely centered, Very Fine, Scott $758 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

249

H
French Colonies: Lebanon, Mandatory Collection, 1924-28, absolutely complete for the period, with
Semi-Postals, Airs and Dues in addition to front-of-book; uniformly fresh and exceptionally well-centered for Colonial issues; the first page even offers an unlisted variety: a 10c on 2c “Grand Liban” overprint with the currency
reading “ntiemes”, Very Fine overall, see it all on the website, Scott $920 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 250

Ex 252

Ex 253

250

H
French Colonies: Madagascar, 1895, 5c-5F overprints complete (14-22), Post Office fresh with pristine overprints; 10c with pulled perforation at bottom, F.-V.F.; all but #14 signed (#21-22 by J.F. Brun), Scott $930.
Estimate $250 - 350

251

H
French Colonies: Madagascar, French Colonies: Malagasy Mélange, 1894-1928, French issues
from both Madagascar and St. Marie de Madagascar, the latter complete; Madagascar virtually complete from
1896 (including its Semi-Postal issue and Postage Dues), lacking only #56-62, fresh and bright, F.-V.F. with better
throughout, all imaged on the web, Scott $2,047 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

252

H
French Colonies: Martinique, 1886-91, First Issue Overprints, less #2, 11 & 17 (1//20), fresh and
clean; 04c on 1c no gum, 05c on 30c clipped lower right corner; a few minor perforation issues, generally F.-V.F.
with many better, Scott $1,512.
Estimate $300 - 400

253

H
French Colonies: Martinique, 1892-1906, Navigation & Commerce, 1c to 5f complete (33-53), fresh;
10c black no gum, 15c blue a few perforation issues, still, a F.-V.F. set, Scott $581.
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH COLONIES MARTINIQUE - NEW CALEDONIA

Ex 254
254

E
French Colonies: Martinique, Postage Dues, 1924, 1c to 5f complete, unissued (J1-J14), General
Colonies issues handstamped “Martinique” in red; apparently Essays, as they were never adopted (though they
were listed in the 1940 Scott catalogue!), o.g., hinge remnants, Very Fine, ex-Larson. Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

255

Ex 258

Ex 259

Ex 260

255

H
French Colonies: Martinique, 1903, 5F Parcel Post surcharge on 60c Postage Due imperf (Q1), left
margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

256

H
French Colonies: Martinique, Magnifique Collection, 1891-1928, near-complete for the period (including Semi-Postal and Dues); generally fresh, Colonies-style issues F.-V.F., with Pictorials tending to very fine,
nothing “Lesser” about this Antillean collection, Scott $1,232 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

257

H
Frehc Colonies: Mauritania, Mouth-watering Collection, 1906-27, complete with Semi-Postals and
Dues; crisp color throughout; condition is universally sound, though a few stamps look to have slight dimples from
previous heavy hinging, still Very Fine overall, worth a look on our website, Scott $644 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

258

H
$660.

259

H
French Colonies: New Caledonia, 1881-83, 5c on 40c red/straw surcharged (2), o.g., appears never
hinged, as fresh a copy as you could hope for, with crisp color, sharp surcharge and solid margins all around, Very
Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

260

H
French Colonies: New Caledonia, 1881-83, 25c on 35c deep violet/yellow (4), o.g., hinged, some paper attached, sharp impression, clear surcharge, Very Fine; signed, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

French Colonies: Mayotte, 1892-1912, the country complete (1-32); 10c gray no gum, F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 261
261

H
French Colonies: New Caledonia, 1892, 20c, 35c & 1F handstamped issues (16, 17, 19), the set
complete, less #18 (40c red, straw), o.g., lightly hinged or hinged, each with clear margins and crisp colors, Very
Fine, Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH COLONIES NEW CALEDONIA - OBOCK

Ex 262

Ex 263

Ex 264

Ex 266

Ex 267

262

H
French Colonies: New Caledonia, 1892, 5c to 1F handstamped issues complete (23-33), each
stamp fresh and sound, with remarkable centering for these Colonies issues; most lightly hinged, a few with small
hinge remnants, overall Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 20c, 35c and 75c values signed, Scott $1,264.
Estimate $300 - 400

263

H
French Colonies: New Caledonia, 1892-1904, 1c to 1F complete (40-58), with the Colony’s name
printed in blue or carmine, remarkably fresh; #45, 50 & 53 no gum, a few with hinge remnants, F.-V.F. with many
better; #49 signed, Scott $540.
Estimate $150 - 200

264

H/(H)
French Colonies: New Caledonia, 1903, 1c to 1F Jubilee Issue complete (66-80), lovely color and
crisp overprints; #69 & 73 part o.g., #67 no gum, F.-V.F., Scott $438.
Estimate $150 - 200

265

H
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Choice Collection, 1881-1928, fresh throughout; early imperforates each with four ample margins, French Colonies overprints generally Very Fine, with later issues Post Office
fresh; includes #12a, Very Fine on the whole, Scott $1,078 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

266

H
French Colonies: Obock, 1892, 4c to 1F complete (12-20), straightline handstamp on French Colonies
issue, o.g., hinged, Very Fine; #12, 19 & 20 signed, Scott $665.
Estimate $200 - 300

267

H
French Colonies: Obock, 1892, 1c on 25c to 5F on 1F additional sucharge handstamp complete
(21-31), o.g., hinged, crisp colors and sharply defined handstamps; #31 no gum, generally Very Fine; #22, 27-31
signed various (including A. Brun), with 2016 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate for Yvert #21-30, Scott $1,383.
Estimate $250 - 350

268

269

268

H
French Colonies: Obock, 1894, Somali Warriors, 25F brown & blue (63), lovely color and great design, with margins well and truly clear of the simulated perforations; a great pyramind (to mix countries) of a stamp,
o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine, they don’t come any nicer; signed, with 2016
Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate, Scott $875.
Estimate $300 - 400

269

H
French Colonies: Obock, 1894, Somali Warriors, 50F red violet & green (64), quadrille lines printed
on paper, o.g., hinged, sound, Very Fine; signed A. Brun, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 270

Ex 271

270

H
French Colonies: Obock, 1892, First Issue, 1c to 1F complete (1-11), with arced “OBOCK”
handstamped on general French Colonies issue, crisp stamps throughout; hinging from light to remnants, F.-V.F.
overall, with better individuals, a tough, scarce set; all signed various except #1, Scott $2,643.
Estimate $400 - 600

271

H
French Colonies: Obock, 1892, First Issue Dues imperf complete (less #J1) (J2-J18), a gorgeous
set, with superior centering on most with near-perfection on several, o.g. (#J10 no gum), Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; nearly all signed; note A. Diena, A. Brun, etc., Scott $2,558.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

272

H
French Colonies: Obock, Collection, 1892-94, comprising the 1892 Navigation & Commerce issue
with “Obock” printed in tablet, plus 1893-94 Pictorial issue (less the 25F & 50F high values); remarkably fresh; a difficult Colony, especially in this condition, mostly Very Fine, scanned on our website in full, Scott $972 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

273

274

275

276

273

H
French Colonies: Réunion, 1885, 5c on 40c orange/yellowish overprinted (3), bottom margin single,
o.g., hinged, four clear margins, if closer on right; lovely color and paper, Very Fine; signed twice, Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

274

H
French Colonies: Réunion, 1891, 75c carmine/rose overprinted (27), o.g., hinged, Very Fine; signed
A. Brun, Scott $675.
Estimate $150 - 200

275

H
French Colonies: Réunion, 1891, 1F bronze green/straw overprinted (28), o.g., hinged, flawless color
and near-perfect centering, Very Fine+, Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200

276

H
French Colonies: Réunion, 1892-1905, 1c to 1F complete, “Réunion” printed (34-52), a lovely set,
o.g., hinged, overall F.-V.F., Scott $505.
Estimate $150 - 200

277

H
French Colonies: Réunion, Replete Collection, 1885-1928, missing just a few issues for completion,
lovely early overprints plus full sets of later Pictorials; unchecked for varieties; fresh and almost universally clean,
F.-V.F., imaged in full on our website, Scott $1,624 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: FRENCH COLONIES ROUAD - SENEGAL

Ex 278
278

H
French Colonies: Rouad, Ile Rouad, The Complete Issues, 1916 (1-16), includes the incredibly difficult First Issue vertical overprints (#1-3), each signed A. Diena and others, along with the more common second
horizontal overprint set to the 5F value, o.g., hinged, Very Fine set, Scott $1,740.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 279

Ex 280

279

H
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, 1891, “St-Pierre M-on” overprints, 1c to 1F complete
(19-35), o.g., hinged, surprisingly fresh and completely sound; #20 & 32 no gum; #29 & 32 signed A. Brun, #35
Varindis, Scott $1,471.
Estimate $350 - 500

280

H
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, 1892 “T.P.” overprints on revalued Postage Dues complete (52-59), o.g., lightly hinged, deep blacks and warm browns on clean white paper, Very Fine; #57-58 signed
Roumet, #58-59 signed additionally A. Brun, Scott $1,325. Yvert 51-58.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 281

Ex 283

281

H
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Postage Dues, 1892, 5c to 2F First Issue complete (J1-J9),
most lightly hinged, with several appearing never hinged, Very Fine, choice; 15c, 30c & 1F values signed various,
Scott $698.
Estimate $150 - 200

282

H
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Rocking Collection, 1885-1928, starting with a few First Issue overprints, and largely complete from 1891 onwards; fresh colors throughout, crisp overprints on early issues,
and condition is almost to a stamp sound; regular issues, Semi-Postals, Dues and Parcel Posts; a great gathering
of this popular French America colony, Very Fine overall, everything’s viewable on the website, Scott $1,277 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

283

H
French Colonies: Sénégal, Postage Dues, 1903, 10c on 50c to 10c on 1F First Issue complete
(J1-J3), o.g., hinged, each with clear margins all around; #J1 signed, Scott $635.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 284

Ex 285

284

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1894, First Issue, 5c to 1F on 5F complete (1-4), overprints on issues of Obock; #4 (triangular imperf) with large balanced margins and a well-struck surcharge, very fresh set, lower
denominations F.-V.F., #4 Very Fine, Scott $1,490.
Estimate $400 - 600

285

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1894-1902, Pictorials imperf, 1c to 5F complete (6-20), a truly lovely
collection, each stamp with excellent margins; hinged, with small paper remnants on each, Very Fine, rarely
seen—and never this pretty; 5F value signed, Scott $558.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 286

Ex 287

286

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1894-1902, Pictorial, 25F rose & blue (21), o.g., very lightly hinged,
Very Fine+, nothing rough about this diamond; signed, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

287

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1894-1902, Pictorial, 50F blue & rose (22), o.g., hinged, balanced
margins all around, Very Fine; signed, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: SOMALI COAST

288

289

288

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1899, Pictorial, 40c on 4c violet brown & blue, surcharge in black
(23), nigh-on perfect centering; paper slightly toned with age (but you look this good after 119 years!), Very Fine+, a
difficult stamp; signed, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

289

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1902, “0,40" blue handstamp overprint on 2F Pictorial (26), o.g.,
hinged, a very pretty stamp, completely sound, only 2,330 printed; with 2009 Ceremuga certificate, which mentions
”large margins" but misses the fact that this is a left margin single, Scott $550. SG 110. Yvert 25.
Estimate $200 - 300

290

291

290

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1902, Pictorial, 0,05 on 75c gray lilac & orange, surcharge in blue
(27B), o.g., Very Fine, only 436 produced; signed A. Diena, A. Brun. Calves, etc., with 2005 Sismondo certificate
(and his signature), Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

291

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, 1902, Pictorial, 0,75c on 5F, surcharge in black (27), o.g., very
lightly hinged, solidly clear margins, fresh color on clean paper, Very Fine, only 1600 printed; signed Stolow, etc.,
with 2004 Ceremuga certificate, Scott $525. SG 111. Yvert 26.
Estimate $150 - 200

292

H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, Delightful Collection, 1902-27, starting with the various 1902 overprints and complete from the 1902 Pictorials, including Semi-Postal and Dues, fresh throughout with clear overprints on first sets and crisp colors and printing on later issues, Very Fine, see how pretty a collection this is on our
website, Scott $1,309 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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293

Ex 294

293

H
French Colonies: Syria, 1920, 100pi on 5F Merson, with overprint of printer’s flower in black (72),
o.g., hinged, a bright and fresh copy of this difficult overprint on an overprint, Very Fine, rare; with 1999 J. Robineau
certificate (penciled note “Scott 81" at bottom of which is incorrect), Scott $2,000. Maury 56.
Estimate $400 - 600

294

HH
French Colonies: Syria, 1919, “T.E.O.” 1m on 1c to 10p on 1F overprints complete (1-10), o.g.,
never hinged (!), crisp overprints, undimmed colors and wonderful centering across the issue; #2 with Millesime 9
tab folded under, Very Fine; all signed twice, with 2000 Sismondo certificate, Scott $1,528 for hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 295

Ex 296

295

H
French Colonies: Syria, 1920-22, 25c on 1c to 100pi on 5F “O.M.F.” surcharges complete (31-53), a
pretty set; #49 no gum, F.-V.F. with better individual items; #53 signed A. Brun, Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

296

H
French Colonies: Syria, Airmails, 1921, Second Issue complete (C4-C6), bright colors and crisp
handstamps; #C5 particularly pretty, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine overall; #C4 & C6 signed J.F. Brun; #C5 Calves,
Scott $938.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 297

Ex 298

297

HH/H French Colonies: Syria, Airmail, 1920, First Issue set complete (C1-C3), remarkably fresh with full,
legible handstamps (on the 5p on 15c, forming almost a new frame line for the stamp design), #C1 & C3 very lightly
hinged, #C2 never hinged, Very Fine; #C1 signed A. Brun, C2 Field & Sanabria, C3 Field & A. Brun, Scott $875.
Estimate $250 - 350

298

H
French Colonies: Syria, Postage Dues, 1920, First Issue complete (J1-J4), o.g., hinged, luxuriant
color and sharp overprints, Very Fine set overall, Scott $640.
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: SYRIA - TUNISIA & GERMANY

299

H
French Colonies: Syria, Sensational Selection, 1919-28, virtually complete, comprising 1919 T.E.O.
overprints, 1920 O.M.F. overprints (including a strong selection of additional printer’s flowers-overprints in both
black and red); 1921-23 O.M.F. “Syrie”, 1923 “Syrie Grand Liban” and 1924 “SYRIE” overprints, along with Syria
proper issues from 1925; includes Semi-Postals complete, Airmails from #C7 and Postage Dues from #J5, fresh
and bright; just lovely quality throughout, Very Fine overall, view all on our website, Scott $3,810 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 300

Ex 301

300

H
French Colonies: Tunisia, 1888-97, First Issue Coat-of-Arms, 1c to 5F complete (1-8a), 5F from
1897 printing with ruled background lines (#8a), o.g., hinged, fresh and lovely, F.-V.F. with individual better; #8a
signed Pfenninger, etc., Scott $983.
Estimate $200 - 300

301

H
French Colonies: Tunisia, 1888-1902, Second Issue, 1c to 5F complete (9-27), o.g., from never
hinged (appearing) to remnants, generally F.-V.F., Scott $908.
Estimate $250 - 350

302

H
French Colonies: Tunisia, Terrific Collection, 1901-28, complete for the period, covering regular issues, Semi-Postals, Airmails and Parcel Post issues; fresh and well-centered throughout, with designs highlighting
Tunisia’s Phoenician, Roman and Islamic heritage, generally Very Fine, imaged in full on our website, Scott $1,253
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 303

304

303

H
Germany, 1902, Germania & Symbols of Empire, 2pf to 5M complete (65C-79), o.g., very lightly
hinged (80pf with hinge remnant), Very Fine; 2M & 3M values signed, Scott $1,388.
Estimate $400 - 600

304

H
Germany, 1900, 5m slate & carmine, type I (65), fresh o.g., lightly hinged, outstanding example with
simply eye-popping color, Very Fine, Scott $1,350. Michel 66 I.
Estimate $350 - 500

305

H
Germany, 1920, 1¼m vermilion & magenta, watermarked Quatrefoils (210), o.g., barest trace of
hinge, incredibly fresh with vibrant color, Very Fine, Scott $450. Michel 151Y.
Estimate $150 - 200
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306

H
Germany, States & Empire Collection, 1862-1928, all neatly mounted on album pages; States—all
perforated issues—vary, with the vast bulk of material from Bavaria and Württemberg; Empire begins with the 1872
Small-Shields complete (issues) and is largely complete from 1880 onwards, including several nice Germania and
Symbols series; Back-of-the-Book is solid as well, and includes a full run of Belgian Occupation stamps, Very Fine
on the whole, everything imaged on our website, Scott $6,673 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

307

H
German Offices in China, Near-Complete Collection, 1898-1903, needing only the local Chinese
overprints to complete; each stamp with excellent color; some light toning on a few stamps, but nice sets across the
board; includes #36, 36A and 45a, generally Very Fine, see it all on our website, Scott $2,583 (no photo).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

308

H
German Offices in Morocco, Complete Collection, 1899-1911, all five issues, choice, Very Fine, see
all on our website, Scott $3,687 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

309

H
German Offices in the Turkish Empire, Virtually Complete, 1884-1912, choice examples, all mounted
on album pages; all clean (a few with light overall toning), but exceptional quality on the whole; includes #24 & 24B;
missing just a handful of items for completion, Very Fine, all imaged on our website, Scott $1,948 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $600 - 800

310

H
German Africa, Colonial Selection, 1893-1916, Cameroon complete, German East Africa and Togo
each largely complete; GEA features a full set of Belgian Occupation overprints and Togo 1915 British “Anglo-French Occupation” overprints on Gold Coast issues; clean throughout, generally Very Fine, Scott $1,766
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

311

H
German Colonies in the Pacific, A Trio of Colonies, 1899-1915, comprising the Caroline Islands, German New Guinea and Mariana Islands; each complete, less the Carolines’ 1910 surcharge; some light toning present throughout, but condition is universally sound, mostly Very Fine, see it all on the web, Scott $1,185 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

312

H
German Colonies: German South West Africa, The Colony Complete, 1897-1915, a lovely compilation, mostly fresh with an age spot or two, Very Fine overall; with 2014 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificates for Scott
(and Yvert) #1-6 and 7-12, Scott $1,042 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

313

314

313

H
German Colonies: Kiauchau, 1905, $1½ black violet (31), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears—and
may be—never hinged), superb color and impression, Very Fine, Scott $1,200. Michel 26. Estimate $400 - 600

314

H
German Colonies: Kiauchau, 1905, $2½ slate & carmine (32), o.g., very lightly hinged, great color and
registration, clean paper and full perforations, Very Fine+, Scott $1,500. Michel 27A.
Estimate $400 - 600

315

H
German Colonies: Kiauchau, Near-Complete Colony, 1900-1910, missing just the 1905 $1½ & $2½
values, Very Fine and fresh, Scott $1,020 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

316

H
German Colonies: Marshall Islands, Complete, 1897-1915, a choice collection, Scott $940 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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317

H
German Occupations, Nice German Holdings, 1920-28, comprising Allenstein complete, Danzig
nearly complete, Schleswig complete (both Zones) and Upper Silesia (complete less the first surcharges); includes
Back-of-the-Book; extraordinary quality throughout, Very Fine+, Scott $1,122 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

318

H
German Plebiscite Areas, Essentially Complete, 1920-27, less #38; uniformly fresh and clean, with
excellent centering; with Semi-Postals and Officials (no Airmails), Very Fine, imaged in full on our website, Scott
$1,655 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

319

H
Germany: Marienwerder, Complete, 1920, from the Inter-Allies Commission to Plebiscite issues, all
fresh with excellent color, condition varies, but generally Very Fine, Scott $1,002 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

320

H
Germany: Saar, 1920, 5m deep blue (38), o.g., hinged, saturated color and sharp overprint, Very Fine;
signed multiple times, Scott $800. Michel 30.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 321

Ex 323

Ex 324

321

H
Germany: Schleswig, 1920, 2½pf to 10M “C•I•S” overprints complete (O1-O14), a beautiful, Post Office fresh set, with centering far and away better than normally seen, Very Fine+ on the whole; each signed, Scott
$1,938.
Estimate $500 - 750

322

H
Germany: Memel, 1923, Lithuanian Occupation stamps complete (N1-N114), showing every iteration of the Lithuanian overprints; condition is uniformly sound and clean, with centering well above what you normally expect, Very Fine, see just how nice this collection is on our website; #N83-N86 signed J&H Stolow, etc.,
Scott $1,439 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

323

H
Greece, 1896, 1st Modern Olympic Games complete (117-128), o.g., Very Fine overall, take Gold with
this set, Scott $1,784.
Estimate $600 - 800

324

H
Greece, 1900, “A M” (Gold) surcharges on Hermes Heads complete (151-158), a pretty set, remarkably fresh, o.g.; small gum thin on 1D on 5D, F.-V.F.; 25l on 40l through 1D on 5D, plus 1D & 2D perforated, signed,
Scott $1,403.
Estimate $300 - 400
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325

H
Greece, Fresh Collection, 1901-28, from Winged Mercury to Navarino, with very few empties between;
chosen by a collector with attention to eye-appeal, this is one of the prettier Greece collections we’ve seen; face is
all pristine, while gum can range from barely hinged to remnants—but who sees that when everything is mounted
on pages?; includes a very pretty 1906 Olympics set, near-complete 1922 overprints, First Issue Airs, along with
Dues, Postal Tax Stamps and a nice selection of 1912 Occupation stamps, from Icaria to Turkey (the last including
high-value Dues with overprints reading up (unlisted)), nearly all Very Fine, worth viewing in person or online, Scott
$3,367 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 326
326

HH/H Greece: Crete, 1909-10, Rounded Ε & Squared Ε overprints complete (103-120), overprints in black
and red; most very lightly hinged or never hinged (!), F.-V.F. with many better, Scott $475. Estimate $150 - 200

327

H
Greece: Crete, 1898-1911, Labyrinthine Compilation, comprising Crete proper along with French and
Italian Offices on the island; Italian Offices run 1900-11 complete including the Special Delivery issue; all of
France’s 1902-03 issues are here, and Crete begins with the 10 para and 20 para issues of 1898 and 1899 (issued
under British Sphere of Administration), and picks up in earnest with the 1900 Cretan Government issues through
the 1908 Greece overprints, with Postage Dues and Officials, Very Fine overall, find your way to our website to see
the lot in its entirety, Scott $2,437 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 328

Ex 329

Ex 330

328

(H)
Greece: Epirus, 1914, 1l to 25l Double-headed Eagle, Skull & Crossbones handstamped complete
(1-4), without gum as issued, Very Fine, a difficult and scarce set in pristine condition, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

329

H
Greece: Epirus, 1914, “Greek Cheimarra 1914" overprints complete (34-41), o.g., hinged, all but
#35-36 signed; light thin on #34, Very Fine, a pretty set, Scott $725.
Estimate $150 - 200

330

H
Greek Occupation of Turkey, 1912, 1l to 25Dr complete (N150A-N166), the un-overprinted issue, for
use in “New Greece” (Macedonia, Epirus and some of the Aegean Islands), fresh, clean color, with nearly all of the
rouletted perforations intact, Very Fine set; all values 50l and higher signed various, Scott $1,058.
Estimate $250 - 350
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331

H
Greek Occupation of Thrace, Double Offering, 1913-20, two seldom-seen Greek Area collections;
Epirus consists of 1914 issues (less #1-4 and Cheimarra issues) plus 1914-15 Greek Occupation issues to the 1Dr
value; Thrace begins with the first Greek overprints of 1913 with a solid selection of Allied and Greek Occupation
overprints from the 1920s (including Postage Dues); clean with generally superior centering; a few used stamps included, generally Very Fine, Scott $766 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

332

H
Hungary, 1900-04, 1f to 5K complete (47-66), a lively set, with good color and centering throughout;
some pencil notations on gum; key 2K value (#64) particularly fresh, clean and nicely centered, o.g., hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $998.
Estimate $250 - 350

333

H
Hungary, Hellers to Holler About Collection, 1872-1926, comprising a Hungary collection that satisfies, with near-completion from 1913 including both Front- and Back-of-the-Book material, plus an astonishing Occupations collection that is absolutely complete: the French, Romanians and Serbs were (and are) all here; we’re
aware of Occupation issues, so our estimate is intentionally conservative, generally Very Fine, be sure to see the
entire collection on our website, Scott $9,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 334

335

336

337

338

334

H
Italian States: Naples & Sicily/Two Sicilies, 1861, Victor Emmanuel II, ½t to 50g complete (19-27),
o.g., hinged, fresh colors and clear embossing; each stamp with four full margins, Very Fine; 10g & 20g values
signed Richter, Scott $1,432.
Estimate $350 - 500

335

H
Italy, 1865, Victor Emmanuel II, 5c slate green, Turin printing (26), o.g., lightly hinged, rich color on
perfectly clean paper; small bit of album offset on gum, Very Fine, Scott $1,825. Sassone T16.
Estimate $200 - 300

336

H
Italy, 1865, Victor Emmanuel II, 10c buff, Turin printing (27), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), striking deep shade, Fine, Scott $3,100. Sassone T17.
Estimate $250 - 350

337

H
Italy, 1877, Victor Emmanuel II, 10c blue (28), o.g., hinged, exceptionally fresh and bright, with vibrant
color, sharp impression and lily-white paper, F.-V.F., not often offered; don’t let this one get away, Scott $5,850.
Sassone 27.
Estimate $600 - 800

338

H
Italy, 1865, Victor Emmanuel II, 40c carmine, Turin printing (31), o.g., hinged, great color; slight horizontal crease (more a bulge, actually) from its old hinge, still F.-V.F., Scott $6,500. Sassone T20.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 339

Ex 340

339

H
Italy, 1878, 2c on Officials 2c-10L complete (37-44), F.-V.F. set, with #39 Very Fine; #37 & 42 signed,
Scott $4,355. Sassone 29-36.
Estimate $400 - 600

340

H
Italy, 1879, Humbert I, 5c-2L complete (45-51), o.g., hinged, the set in excellent, fresh condition, Fine;
with 1991 Raybaudi certificate for the set, Scott $1,906. Sassone 37-43.
Estimate $200 - 300

341

342

Ex 343

344

341

H
Italy, 1889, Arms of Savoy, 5c dark green (52), regal color on crisp white paper, F.-V.F., Scott $775.
Sassone 44.
Estimate $150 - 200

342

H
Italy, 1889, Humbert I, 45c gray green (54), pristine o.g., hinged, enticing color, Very Fine, Scott $2,350.
Sassone 46a.
Estimate $250 - 350

343

HH
Italy, 1891, Humbert I, 2c-20c complete (64-66), o.g., never hinged (!), a great trio, Fine, Scott $2,050.
Sassone 56-58.
Estimate $200 - 300

344

H
Italy, 1901, Victor Emmanuel III, 50c violet (85), o.g., hinged, enticing color and above-average centering; a lovely stamp, Very Fine, Scott $850. Sassone 76.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 345

Ex 346

345

H
Italy, 1923, Manzoni complete (165-170), o.g., lightly hinged, a super set of this popular issue, Very Fine
overall, with the key 5L value XF, Scott $958. Sassone 151-156.
Estimate $350 - 500

346

H
Italy, Postage Dues, 1890-91, 10c-30c surcharges complete (J25-J27), o.g., hinged, Fine, a mesmerizing set; #J25 & J26 signed (the latter by A. Diena), Scott $2,655. Sassone S.2302.
Estimate $250 - 350

347

H
Italy, Immaculate Collection, 1855-1928, all mounted on Scott album pages; earliest issues spotty, but
virtually complete from 1891; includes Victory issues (without and with overprints), Mazzini, Volta, all the Kings,
Semi-Postals with Death Masks, Airs, Special Delivery, Dues, Officials, Parcel Post, Pneumatic and 1918 Occupation issues; vibrant color and generally better-than-average centering throughout, o.g., F.-V.F. with better, see it all
on the web site, Scott $7,998 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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348

Ex 349

Ex 350

348

H
Italy: Fiume, 1920, 10L on 20c brown orange “Reggenza Italiana del Carnaro” overprint (121),
good-looking color, clear overprint, sound perfs, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F.; signed, Scott $700.
Estimate $150 - 200

349

H
Italy: Fiume, 1919, 200th Day of Peace issue, 5c+5L to 10cor+5L complete (B4-B15), F.-V.F. with
many better, Scott $570.
Estimate $150 - 200

350

H
Italy: Fiume, 1920, “Reggenza Italiana del Carnaro” overprints, 1c on 5c to 5L on 10c (104-120), the
set complete, less the 10L value; great colors and overprints, o.g., hinged, Very Fine; 1L & 2L values signed, Scott
$680.
Estimate $200 - 300

351

H
Italy: Fiume, Fantastical Collection, 1918-24, virtually complete, Front- and Back-of-the-Book, with
each stamp crisp and clean and neatly mounted (though hinged in a prior life); many 1918 overprints signed (Pape),
but we’re pricing this one conservatively (if all genuine, catalogue value is $4000), Very Fine, a pretty collection
however you look at it; be sure to on our website (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

352

H
Italian Offices in China, Italy, Capital Collection, 1918-19, both Beijing and Tientsin virtually complete,
mounted on Scott pages; fresh, vibrant colors; nicely centered; includes Special Delivery and Postage Dues issues, F.-V.F., Scott $6,657 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

353

H
Italian Offices in the Turkish Empire, Italy, Constant & Noble Collection, 1902-22, both general issues (1921-22), plus locales, all hinged on Scott reproduction pages; includes general issue Special Delivery
stamps, Albania, Constantinople, Durazzo, Janina 1909-11 issues, Jerusalem (including #7, 20pi on 5L with part
imprint capture at bottom), Salonika, Scutari, Smyrna (with 2014 Ferrario certificate for the set) and Valona, o.g.,
F.-V.F., worth a look, not often found all together, Scott $4,525 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

354

H
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Italy, Captivating Collection, 1912-24, come sail away
with this collection, complete #1-11 for each island from Calchi to Stampalia; all fresh and hinged at one point in their
lives, but now neatly mounted on Scott pages; a remarkably fresh collection with great eye appeal (and catalogue
value), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $4,322 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 355
355

34

HH/H Italian Colonies: Cyrenaica, 1924, Manzoni issue complete (11-16), #11-15 never hinged (!); a few
gum issues, largely inconsequential, F.-V.F., a remarkably fresh set, Scott $441.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 356

Ex 357

356

H
Italian Colonies: Eritrea, 1892, overprinted 1c to 5L King Humbert I complete (1-11), the entire First
Issue with “Colonia Eritrea” overprint, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh with strong colors; a minor nibbed perforation or two,
F.-V.F., not often found as a complete set; 5L signed, Scott $2,966.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

357

H
Italian Colonies: Eritrea, 1903-28, overprinted Coat-of-Arms & Victor Emmanuel III complete
(19//33), missing only #32, o.g., lightly hinged, colors sharp and paper clean; small spot of margin dirt at left of #19,
F.-V.F., Scott $3,523.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 358

Ex 359

358

H
Italian Colonies: Eritrea, 1924, overprinted 10c to 5L Manzoni Issue complete (75-80), an ever-popular series in fresh condition, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine; 5L signed, Scott $596.
Estimate $200 - 300

359

H
Italian Colonies: Eritrea, 1917-24, overprinted 5c to 20L Parcel Post stamps, complete in pairs
(Q9-Q21), fresh from the Post Office (via at least one collector), o.g., lightly hinged; light soiling to 2L right stamp,
F.-V.F., Scott $938.
Estimate $200 - 300

360

H
Italian Colonies: Eritrea, Well-Filled Collection, 1895-1927, from Umberto to Volta, with Semi-Postals
and Special Delivery stamps complete; clean without exception, F.-V.F. with better throughout, Scott $2,174 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

361

H
Italian Colonies: Libya, Remarkable Collection, 1912-27, one of the finest we’ve seen, needing only
#56 to complete the period; regular issues, Semi-Postals, Special Delivery, Postage Dues and Parcel Post stamps
are all here, all fresh with vibrant colors; even includes a split overprint on #37, F.-V.F. with better interspersed, be
sure to view on our website, Scott $3,070 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 362

Ex 363

362

H
Italian Colonies: Oltre Juba, Postage Dues, 1925, 5c to 5L complete (J1-J10), o.g., very lightly
hinged, F.-V.F., a tough set, Scott $620.
Estimate $200 - 300

363

H
Italian Colonies: Oltre Juba, 1925, 5c to 20L complete in pairs (Q1-Q13), o.g., very lightly hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $824.
Estimate $200 - 300
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364

H
Italian Colonies: Oltre Juba, Complete, 1925-26, every regular, Semi-Postal and Special Delivery issue; uniformly bright and clean, o.g., F.-V.F., see it all on our website, Scott $715 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

365

H
Italian Colonies: Somalia, Virtually Complete Collection, 1903-28, mounted on Scott pages, and
missing just two regular issue and 11 Postage Due stamps to complete the period; fresh and clean throughout,
starting with Elephants and Lions of the 1903 issue and running through Victor Emmanuel III in 1928; includes
Manzoni complete, Semi-Postals, Special Delivery, Dues (from 1909, with #J12-J22 and J31-J41), and a complete
run of Parcel Post stamps in pairs (#Q1-Q37), F.-V.F. with much better, see the lot in its entirety on our web site; it
won’t disappoint, Scott $7,275 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

366

H
Italian Colonies: Tripolitania, A Compilation of Collections, 1901-28, take a tour of the Italian
Maghreb with this lot, comprising Offices in Tripoli (1901-11 complete), Cyrenaica (1923-26 selection), 1923
Saseno issues complete and Tripolitania 1923-28 (nearly complete); condition is sound throughout, though a few
individual stamps are lightly toned; still, a difficult area in overall excellent quality, F.-V.F. with much better, view it all
on our website, Scott $1,199 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

367

H
Liechtenstein, Princely Assembly, 1912-28, bright and fresh, close to all with near-perfect centering,
and complete for the period for regular issues, Semi-Postals and Dues; be sure to view this on our website, Very
Fine, Scott $1,025 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 368

Ex 369

368

H
Luxembourg, 1880, Arms (Haarlem Print), 1c-30c complete (40-47), very pretty printing, generally
clean; short a tooth here or there, but still a Very Fine set, Scott $859. Michel 37-44.
Estimate $250 - 350

369

H
Luxembourg, Officials, 1881, “S.P.” on Arms (Haarlem Print), 1c-30c complete (O44-O51), o.g.,
hinged, fresh and clean across the board, Very Fine; each signed, Scott $733.
Estimate $200 - 300

370

H
Luxembourg, Delightful Dish of the Duchy, 1882-1928, a very pretty, exceptionally clean, and complete offering of Luxembourg (less souvenir sheet) for the period, starting with Industry and Commerce and continuing through the Dukes and Duchesses; includes Semi-Postals and Dues complete, along with Officials missing
only #O64, Very Fine, Scott $1,084 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

371

372

371

H
Monaco, 1885, 1fr black on yellow (9), o.g., very lightly hinged, a lovely stamp from the First Issue, Very
Fine and attractive, Scott $1,750. Yvert 9.
Estimate $300 - 400

372

H
Monaco, 1885, 5fr rose on green (10), pretty color; one not seen every day, F.-V.F.; signed, Scott
$3,000. Yvert 10.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Ex 373

Ex 375

373

H
Monaco, 1919 Monaco View semi-postals complete (B2-B8), great color and impressions, F.-V.F. as
a whole, with B6-B7 Very Fine, Scott $1,480. Yvert 27-33.
Estimate $300 - 400

374

H
Monaco, The Monegasque Blast, 1885-1928, regular issues complete for the period (less First Issue
1F & 5F values); Semi-Postals include #B1 and 1920 overprints (less the difficult 5F+5F), with the colorful Dues
complete, Post Office fresh with very nice centering throughout, Very Fine overall, imaged in full on our website,
Scott $920 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

375

H
Netherlands, 1891-94, Princess Wilhelmina, 3c-1g complete (40-50), o.g., very lightly hinged (several appear never hinged), superb impression, rich color and clean paper across the set; #50 with mathematical
centering, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,522. NVPH 34a-44.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 376
376

H
Netherlands, 1893-96, Princess Wilhelmina, 50c-5g complete (51-54), a very pretty set; the 1G with a
perforation thin at top left, the 5G with a few nibbed perforations and bumped upper left corner, still Very Fine overall; 2G50 value signed, Scott $1,380. NVPH 45-48.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 377

Ex 378

Ex 379

377

H
Netherlands, 1913, Independence Centenary, 2½c-10g complete (90-101), o.g., lightly hinged, rich
color and detailed impression, Very Fine set, Scott $1,264. NVPH 90-101.
Estimate $200 - 300

378

H
Netherlands, 1920, 2.50g surcharges on 10g complete (104-105), o.g., hinged, each fresh with vibrant color, Very Fine, tough to find these this nice (especially twice!), Scott $305. NVPH 104-105.
Estimate $150 - 200

379

HH
Netherlands, 1923, Queen Wilhelmina 25th Accession Anniversary (125, 132-134), the four tall thin
stamps of the series showing a queen enthroned, o.g., never hinged, absolutely beautiful printing on clean paper,
5c & 1G values F.-V.F., 2½G & 5G Very Fine, Scott $886.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 380

Ex 383

Ex 385

380

H
Netherlands, Marine Insurance, 1921, 15c-7½g complete (GY1-GY7), set with great color and freshness, overall Very Fine, though #GY4-GY5 tend toward Fine-Very Fine, Scott $635. NVPH 1-7.
Estimate $150 - 200

381

H
Netherlands, Nice Collection, 1869-1928, with a high degree of completion beginning with the 1869-71
Coat-of-Arms and 1872-75 King William issues; includes Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and Officials; a few stamps
toned or with hinge buckles, but overall Very Fine, Scott $6,103 (photo on website).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

382

H
Netherlands Colonies: Curaçao, William to Wilhelmina Collection, 1873-1902 (1-25, 27-29), missing only the 2½¢ on 30¢ overprint for the period; lovely, sound stamps, F.-V.F. with many better, all are on the
website, Scott $754 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

383

H
Netherlands East Indies, 1870-88, King William III, 1c to 2.50g complete (3-16), lovely set with bright
colors and outstanding centering; #3-5 no gum, #10 with hinge remnant, Very Fine, Scott $502.
Estimate $150 - 200

384

HH/H Netherlands East Indies, Useful Collection, 1883-1923, wherein you can watch Wilhelmina grow from
Princess to Queen; includes the 1908 “JAVA” overprints, Semi-Postals, Dues, Marine Insurance stamps, plus Officials, Very Fine on the whole; #O1-O20 with 2008 C. Muis certificate attesting their never hinged status, Scott
$1,570 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

385

(H)
Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, 1873-89, King William First Issue, 1c to 2g50 complete (1-16),
without gum as issued, fresh and bright; 2½c a few nibbed perforations, 25c blue small corner fault, otherwise Very
Fine, Scott $752.
Estimate $150 - 200

386

H
Netherlands Colonies: Surinam, Sensational Collection, 1890-1928, clean and virtually complete,
missing just a handful of individual items (#34A and 1911 Postage Dues) to finish off the period; Semi-Postals and
Dues included; so fresh, you’d never know these stamps came from tropical climes—a great collection to finish up,
Very Fine overall, view on the web, Scott $1,923 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 387
387

38

H
Poland, 1919, Gniezno Provisionals, 5pf on 2pf & 10pf on 7½pf complete (77-78), Post Office
fresh—you won’t find nicer looking copies, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; each signed twice, Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600
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388

H
Poland, Post-War Collection, 1918-28, with 1918 Warsaw and Lublin issues complete, 1919 issues
complete perf and imperf, then largely complete through 1928, including the Warsaw Philatelic Exhibition souvenir
sheet (#251); Back-of-the-Book also fully represented, from Semis to Dues, Airs to Newspapers and Newspaper
Semi-Postals; German Occupation issues included, as well as Polish Offices in Gdansk and the Turkish Empire,
and the set of seven unissued “Levant” overprints, Very Fine on the whole, a sound collection; view on our website,
Scott $2,757 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 389

Ex 390

Ex 391

389

H/(H)
Portugal, 1893, “PROVISORIO” on King Luiz, 5r-80r complete (88-96), lovely color; #93, 96 no gum;
#95 minor faults top right, on the whole, though, still a Very Fine set, tough stamps, Scott $794.
Estimate $150 - 200

390

H
Portugal, 1894, Prince Henry the Navigator, 5r-1,000r complete (97-109), all o.g. ranging from barely
hinged to paper remnants; condition varies a bit, with the 300r and 1000r each short a perforation, but overall still a
lovely set, generally Very Fine, Scott $1,598.
Estimate $300 - 400

391

H
Portugal, 1895-1905, King Carlos, 2½r-500r complete (110-131), great color and remarkably centered; a few stained or scuffed, still a Very Fine set overall, see it all on the web, Scott $585.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 392

Ex 393

392

H
Portugal, 1895, St. Anthony of Padua, 2½r-1000r complete (132-146), one of the prettiest sets we’ve
seen of this issue; all o.g., ranging from hinged to hinge remnants—but beatic on their face, 200r-1000r values are
pristine, without the usual wrinkles; #133 with 3mm tear at left, #138 stained at left, Very Fine, Scott $2,416.
Estimate $500 - 750

393

H
Portugal, 1912-26, Ceres Selection (207//421), not quite every Ceres Portugal issued…our collector
was 35 short; we’ve looked through the high-values of the series, and while we’re missing #225, what’s here does
include #217, 220, 226, 237, 249, 254, 298P, 298Q, 298T and 298U; our catalogue value is for these values
only—and so our estimate is rather conservative, Very Fine overall, see the entire lot on our website, Scott $1,925
for the highest values.
Estimate $350 - 500

394

H
Portugal, Prolific Collection, 1898-1927, setting sale with 1898’s da Gama issue and ending with
1927’s History set, a uniformly clean collection mounted on reproduction Scott pages; fresh throughout, with rich
color and clean paper; no Ceres issues (offered separately in this sale); Postage Dues, Postal Tax & Dues, Parcel
Posts, Newspaper, Franchise and Red Cross stamps included, Very Fine, Scott $2,184 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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395

H
Portuguese Colonies: Angola, Virtually Complete Collection, 1870-1926, all lovingly hinged on reproduction Scott pages; starts with near-complete Crowns of 1870-85, and continues with complete Luiz and
Carlos issues, nearly complete overprints (including #70-82 and 159-71), Ceres to the 2e value (#159H), Dues
(#J11-J30) and Postal Tax and Postal Tax Dues, Very Fine, a great collection on which to build: by our count, you
need 35 stamps for completion, Scott $1,852 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 396

Ex 397

396

H
Portuguese Colonies: Azores, 1894, Prince Henry the Navigator complete (65-77), remarkably
fresh set with rich color and clean perforations, o.g., hinge remnants; 5r no gum, 50r short gumming upper left and
300r with small pinhole, otherwise Very Fine overall, Scott $616.
Estimate $150 - 200

397

H
Portuguese Colonies: Azores, 1895, St. Anthony of Padua complete (78-92), exquisitely bright and
fresh set, o.g., hinge remnants; 15r with horizontal crease; 80, 100 & 150r no gum; 300r with small perforation thin
bottom center, nonetheless, still a Very Fine set of this popular issue, Scott $2,243.
Estimate $600 - 800

398

H
Portuguese Colonies: Azores, Portuguese Atlantic Collection, 1876-1925, with Funchal, Horta, Madeira and Ponta Delgada; nearly complete (needing by our count just four issues); a rough perforation here or there,
but all in all a remarkably sound collection; catch the tradewinds, generally Very Fine, view all items on our website,
Scott $788 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

399

H
Portuguese Colonies: Azores, Astounding Collection, 1898-1927, sets sail with the Vasco da Gama
Issue and finishes in port with Postage Due and Postal Tax/Due stamps; includes Kings Carlos and Manuel II, the
latter also overprinted along with da Gama and #149-154; Castello-Branco and first two Independence issues,
along with a few overprinted Ceres, Dues are complete, as is the very pretty set of Parcel Posts, fresh and bright
throughout, generally Very Fine, Scott approximately $850 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 400
400

H
Portuguese Colonies: Azores, 1912-25, Cheery Ceres Selection (155//237J), the 1912-21 series on
black stockcards with the remaining issues neatly mounted on album pages; plenty to discover here, with paper and
perforation varieties throughout; includes the elusive 20e pale tuquoise, sound with vibrant colors, Very Fine, a
peach of a set; inspection invited, Scott $930+.
Estimate $250 - 350

401

H
Portuguese Colonies: Cape Verde, Captivating Collection, 1877-1925, mounted on album pages,
with a high degree of completion; includes First Issue Crowns, King Carlos, a strong run of overprints, Ceres to the
20E value, Postage Dues and Postal Tax & Dues stamps; note a few ragged perforations on a couple Crowns, but
otherwise fresh and sound, Very Fine overall, view on the website, Scott $1,179 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 402

Ex 403

Ex 404

Ex 405

402

H
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, 1884-85, First Issue “Crown of Portugal” complete (1-15), great
color; #4 no gum, F.-V.F. or better, Scott $968.
Estimate $300 - 400

403

(H)
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, 1887, Local Surcharges, 5r-20r complete (24-28), set of 5 (mixed
perfs), without gum as issued, F.-V.F.; #27 signed “ABH”, Scott $535.
Estimate $150 - 200

404

H/(H)
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, 1894, King Carlos, 5r-300r complete (46-57), set of 12, a pretty series,
with just a hint of dirt marring #52; otherwise, a fresh and bright set, o.g. or without gum as issued, Scott $455.
Estimate $150 - 200

405

H/(H)
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, 1898-1903, King Carlos, ½a-78a complete (75-103), set of 29, o.g. or
without gum (most as issued), Very Fine overall, Scott $720.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 406

Ex 407

406

(H)
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, 1913, “REPUBLICA” (Local Overprint on King Carlos), 6a-18a complete (171-182), set of 12, without gum as issued; slight discoloration to #179, otherwise a Very Fine set, Scott
$513.
Estimate $150 - 200

407

H
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, 1913, Ceres, ½a-3p complete (210-225), set of 16, choice, generally
Very Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

408

H
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, Solid Selection, 1885-1925, starting with 1885 overprints on Crown issue, carries on with da Gama, King Luiz (regular and overprinted) and overprinted King Carlos issues, #159d, 161,
along with Dues, Postal Tax & Dues, Newspaper and War Tax stamps; a very pretty collection, Very Fine as a
whole, Scott $3,094 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

409

H
Portuguese Colonies: Mozambique, District Posts, 1894-1925, comprising Inhambane (complete
1902-17, less #88), Kionga 1916, Lourenço Marques (solid selection 1894-1921), Nyassa (complete 1897-1925,
less #47-48), Quelimane and Tete (both complete), including Back-of-the-Book; fresh with exceptionally nice centering across each collection, Very Fine, Scott $1,530 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

410

H
Portuguese Colonies: Mozambique, Sound Selection, 1895-1927, mounted on album pages, starting
from the 1895 St. Anthony Anniversary overprints and continuing with King Carlos, all three sets of da Gama overprints, and a range of Ceres issues (including the 20E value), along with Semi-Postals, Dues, War Tax and Postal
Tax issues; clean throughout, Very Fine, view all online, Scott $1,280 (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
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411

H
Portuguese Colonies: Mozambique Company, Select Collection, 1892-1925, a simply beautiful,
near-complete Colony, all mounted on album pages; with the exception of a handful of regular issues and
Semi-Postals, everything is here, with almost all stamps bright on fresh paper, Very Fine, worth viewing on our
website, Scott $674 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 412
412

H
Portuguese Colonies: Nyassa, 1918, “Republica” overprints complete (63-80), great color, clean
paper and crisp, clear overprints; a lovely series, F.-V.F. with better individual stamps; all fractional values signed
various, Scott $472.
Estimate $150 - 200

413

H
Portuguese Colonies: Portuguese Africa, Quartet of Collections, 1893-1926, with issues from Portuguese Africa, Congo, Guinea and Zambesia; degree of completion varies, but each country/entity is fresh and
clean throughout; includes Guinea Ceres to the 20E value, Back-of-the-Book where issued and a wealth of overprints, Very Fine, be sure to check it out on our website, Scott $1,317 (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500

414

H
Portuguese Colonies: Portuguese India, Useful Collection, 1898-1925, comprising King Carlos sets,
both regular and overprinted, Ceres issues, 1904 & 1911 Postage Due sets, plus Postal Tax and Postal Tax Due issues; very fresh with remarkable centering, Very Fine, Scott $527 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

415

H
Portuguese Colonies: St. Thomas & Prince, Crowns to Ceres Collection, 1869-1925, all the classic
designs in one package; missing a couple sets along the way, but a good degree of completion—and the album
pages are pristine, so you can easily fill in those empty spaces; stamps are fresh throughout and sound; includes
regular issues, Dues, Postal Tax and Postal Tax Dues stamps, Very Fine on the whole, see it all on our website,
Scott $914 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

416

H
Portuguese Colonies: Timor, Confident Collection, 1885-1925, superb degree of completion with
stamps that are on the whole bright, clean and fresh; from First Issue “Timor”-overprinted Crowns, through Luiz,
Carlos, da Gama and Ceres, you’ll find all the major themes and series present; Dues, Postal Tax and Postal Tax
Dues included as well, Very Fine, see it all on our website, Scott $1,799 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 417

Ex 418

417

H
Romania, 1871, Prince Carol, 5b-25b complete (43-47), each with sharp color and full margins all
around; hinged, Very Fine, Scott $480. Michel 26-28, 30.
Estimate $150 - 200

418

H
Romania, 1872, Prince Carol, Paris Print, 1½b-50b complete (53-59), o.g., very lightly hinged, choice,
F.-V.F.+, Scott $535. Michel 36-42.
Estimate $150 - 200
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419

H
Romania, Robust Collection, 1865-1928, one of the nicest, most complete Romania collections you’ll
see; starts with #22-24, and runs essentially complete (lacking just a handful of series) through 1928—and nearly
without exception fresh, clean and bright; plenty of Carols, Postal Service Anniversary issue, Pictorials, the Exposition set, Ferdinands, Semi-Postals, Dues, Parcel Post and Postal Tax/Due sets; also features complete Austrian
Occupation issues, solid German Occupations, even a few Offices in the Turkish Empire stamps, Very Fine on the
whole, be sure to view on our website, Scott $4,587 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

420

421

422

423

420

H
Russia, 1858-64, Coat-of-Arms, 3k black & green (6), o.g., hinged, bright white paper cleanly printed;
perforations clear of design on this narrow-set issue, Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

421

H
Russia, 1858-64, Coat-of-Arms, 5k black & lilac (7), o.g., hinged, a pretty stamp, Very Fine, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

422

H
Russia, 1858-64, Coat-of-Arms, 20k blue & orange (9), o.g., hinged, crisp colors on clean paper,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

423

H
Russia, 1858-64, Coat-of-Arms, 30k carmine & green (10), o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.; signed A. Diena,
Scott $1,175.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 424

Ex 425

424

H
Russia, 1902-06, Coat-of-Arms, 1k to 10r complete (55-72), a dazzling set, sound and Post Office
fresh, o.g., hinged, Very Fine, Scott $855.
Estimate $200 - 300

425

HH
Russia, 1922, “Philately for Children” overprints complete (B24-B29), 1k-10k perforated, plus 1k imperforate; good color and sharp strikes of the overprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a scarce set: sold only in Moscow (at 5 million times their face value!) and for just one day, Scott $1,630.
Estimate $350 - 500

426

H
Russia, Motherland Collection, 1858-1928, the full range of Russian philately of the period; Imperial
Coat-of-Arms issues, Romanovs, Armies of the Northwest and North, early Soviet imperforates, popular Workers &
Soldiers issues, overprints, Semi-Postals, Airs and Dues, plus a set of German Occupation stamps (#N1-N12) on
Lithuania pages, remarkably clean, Very Fine as a group, see it all on our website, Scott $5,624 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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427

H
Russia, Area Collective, 1918-27, both independent states and Soviet Republics: Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Far Eastern Republic, Georgia, South Russia, Tannu Tuva, Transcaucasian Federated Republics, Ukraine and
Western Ukraine; we note Armenian and Georgian issues perforation and imperf plus Georgia #38a and 40a;
Ukraine 1918 Kiev overprints complete and properly expertized, and many Trident overprints unchecked for varieties; fresh throughout, F.-V.F. with better, see it all on our website, Scott $2,544 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 428

Ex 429

428

H
Russia: Wenden, 1862-1901, Locals Nearly Complete (L1//L12), needing just 1884’s #L11 to complete; clean and fresh throughout, F.-V.F., Scott $824.
Estimate $250 - 350

429

H
Russian Civil War (1918-1921), 1919, 5p to 10M Aunus overprints on Finland complete (N13-N20),
Very Fine, a tough set; each signed Champion, Scott $1,490.
Estimate $400 - 600

430

Ex 431

433

430

HH
Russia: Far Eastern Republic, 1920, Vladivostok Issue, 1r pale brown, brown & orange (18), o.g.,
never hinged (!), perfectly centered with pristine gum, Extremely Fine, Scott $750 as hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

431

HH/H Russia: North Ingermanland, Complete, 1920 (1-14), low values of first set never hinged, all others
previously hinged; all sound and fresh, Very Fine on the whole; #1-7 with 2014 Sismondo certificate, Scott $1,220
for never hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350

432

H
Russia: Siberia, One Hot Collection, 1919-22, a remarkable assemblage of these terribly difficult
stamps; #1-10 complete, Czech Forces in Russia issues, and one of the better compilations of 1920-22 overprints
you’ll find; what’s more the quality is uniformly superb with crisp colors, clean paper and excellent centering, Very
Fine, make time to view this lot, in person or on our website, Scott $5,630 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

433

H
Russia: Wrangel Army, 1921, 20000R on 5R Romanov brown (261A), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly
fresh with near-perfect centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; signed, Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500
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434

Ex 436

434

H
Russia: Wrangel Army, 1921, 20,000R on 5R on 20k blue & carmine (376), o.g., very lightly hinged;
small inclusion lower left, Very Fine, a lovely, difficult stamp; signed Lisiuk NY, Scott $750. Estimate $150 - 200

435

H
Russia: Wrangel Army, Virtually Complete Collection, 1921, astonishing to see so many of these
tough-to-find issues in one place and in such quality; in need of eight stamps to complete; what is here is bright,
fresh and clean without exception, o.g., Very Fine, see for yourself on our website, Scott $2,802 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

436

H
Russian Offices in China, 1920, 1c on 1k to 10c on 10k on 7k overprints, complete (72-80), an outstanding set, with excellent color and centering, Very Fine; #73, 76-77 & 79 unsigned, others various, Scott $638.
Estimate $200 - 300

437

H
Russian Offices in China, Nearly Full Offices, 1863-1917, two solid collections (China and the Turkish
Empire), fresh throughout and highly complete; note the occasional condition issue, but the vast majority sound,
Very Fine overall, all imaged on the website, Scott $1,746 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 438

Ex 439

438

H
Russian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1909-10, 50th Anniversary of Establishment of Russian
Post Offices in the Levant, City overprints complete (61-199), a remarkable set, with overprints for each city
through the 7R value (1R for the Mt. Athos cyrillic overprint set); fresh and clean throughout, a Very Fine set, rare to
find them all at once; see them together on our website, Scott $2,360.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

439

H
Russian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1921, 10,000R on 3R50 to 20,000R on 7R Wrangel Issues
complete (232-235), four fresh stamps, issued under General Wrangel’s authority, o.g., lightly hinged, mostly Very
Fine; each signed, with 2015 Sismondo certificate for #235, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

440

H
San Marino, Highly Comprehensive Collection, 1877-1928, a very pretty, near-complete collection of
this popular principality; we count four spaces—Front- and Back-of-the-Book—that need to be filled; regular issues
of 1877-95 are all here, though we note a few condition issues; our spot check turned up a number of individual
stamps without gum, but the vast majority are o.g. hinged; still, a sumptuous selection, F.-V.F. with many better,
judge the quality for yourself on our website, Scott $11,809 for completely sound (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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441

Ex 442

Ex 443

441

H
Scandinavia: Denmark, 1864, 16sk olive green, perf 13 (15), great color and perfect centering; slight
perforation crease at lower right, Extremely Fine and one of the nicest examples you’ll find, Scott $475. Facit 15.
Estimate $300 - 400

442

H
Scandinavia: Denmark, 1875-79, Post Horns, 3öre-100öre complete (25-34), a very pretty set with
#28c (8ø with inverted frame), Very Fine, Scott $518. Facit 28.
Estimate $200 - 300

443

H
Scandinavia: Denmark, 1913-28, King Christian X issue complete (97-131, 132-134), basic issue,
less later overprints, o.g., lightly hinged, clear color on clean paper; #108 with slight crease from hinge, #120 tiny
thin, Very Fine, Scott $1,342.
Estimate $350 - 500

444

Ex 445

444

H
Scandinavia: Denmark, 1915, 5kr General Post Office (135), o.g., barest trace of hinge, Very Fine,
Scott $500. Facit 121.
Estimate $150 - 200

445

H
Scandinavia: Denmark, 1918, 27öre surcharges on 1öre-10kr Newspaper stamps complete
(138-144), watermarked Crown III, o.g., very lightly hinged (several appear never hinged), a beautiful set, Very
Fine, Scott $442. Facit 177-183.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 446
446

H
Scandinavia: Denmark, Newspaper Stamps, 1907, 1ø to 10Kr First Issue complete (P1-P10); #P6
with slight wrinkle, Very Fine, Scott $871.
Estimate $150 - 200

447

H
Scandinavia: Denmark, Dynamite Collection, 1864-1927, mounted on album pages; begins with
1864-65 Crown & Swords issues (to the 8s value), and highly complete from 1901; iconic Wavy-Line Numerals,
Kings, overprinted Officials, 1924 Kings (as singles), #C1-C3, Semi-Postals, Dues, Military, Officials, Parcel Post,
etc.; a solid collection on which to build, Very Fine, all available for viewing on our website, Scott $3,215 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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448

H
Scandinavia: Danish West Indies, Delightful Collection, 1887-1917, a generally clean compilation of
this surprisingly difficult area; complete for the period less the ultra-expensive 1902 overprint; 1905 Harbor Scene
issues are particularly pretty; 1887 and 1895 issues lightly toned, the rest pristine save for two stamps with perforation/margin spots, Very Fine, see the lot in its entirety on our website, Scott $759 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 449

Ex 450

Ex 451

449

H
Scandinavia: Finland, 1889, Arms, 2p-10m complete (38-45), exquisitely centered with vibrant color
on bright white paper, o.g., very lightly hinged, 2M & 5M values appear never hinged, Very Fine+, never encountered this fresh, Scott $364. Facit 27-34.
Estimate $200 - 300

450

H
Scandinavia: Finland, 1891-92, Arms of Russia, 1k to 7r complete (46-58), o.g., previously hinged,
fresh with vibrant color; horizontal crease on 1k, album offset on a couple kopek values, still a Very Fine set overall,
Scott $835.
Estimate $250 - 350

451

HH/H Scandinavia: Finland, 1901, Arms of Russia, 1p to 10M complete (64-69), #64-67 never hinged,
#68-69 lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $792.
Estimate $250 - 350

452

Ex 453

Ex 454

452

H
Scandinavia: Iceland, 1898, Crowned Numeral, 50a blue & carmine, perf 12 (30), o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), fresh and vibrant, Very Fine; with 1984 Pollak certificate, Scott $450. Facit 31.
Estimate $200 - 300

453

H
Scandinavia: Iceland, 1907-18, Two Kings issue complete (71-85, 99-107), the basic, un-overprinted
set, #71-85 watermarked Crown, 99-107 Multiple Crosses; all hinged to varying degree (most of them lightly), with
vibrant color and clean, crisp impressions; a lovely set, overall F.-V.F. with many better individual items, Scott $973.
Estimate $250 - 350

454

H
Scandinavia: Iceland, 1920-22, King Christian X, 1e to 5kr complete (108-128), fresh with lively color,
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $977. Facit 124-144.
Estimate $250 - 350

455

H
Scandinavia: Iceland, Pretty Collection, 1876-1928, compiled by a collector with an eye for quality, all
neatly mounted on Scott reproduction pages; highly complete from the Second Issue (aur-value) Posthorns
through First-Issue Airmails; clean and fresh throughout; everything is hinged (most lightly from our spot check); includes Í Gildi overprints, several of the 1924-25 10Kr overprints, Officials, etc., Very Fine, Scott $6,042 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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456

457

458

459

456

H
Facit 2.

457

H
Scandinavia: Norway, 1857, 3sk lilac (3), o.g., hinged, clean printing in a lovely shade, Very Fine;
signed A. Diena, Scott $550. Facit 3.
Estimate $150 - 200

458

H
Scandinavia: Norway, 1856, 4sk blue (4), o.g., lightly hinged, intense color, Very Fine; signed A. Diena
and another, Scott $450. Facit 4.
Estimate $150 - 200

459

H
Scandinavia: Norway, 1863, 4sk blue (8), o.g., lightly hinged, rich color and crisp impression, Very
Fine, a very pretty stamp, Scott $1,450. Facit 8.
Estimate $250 - 350

Scandinavia: Norway, 1857, 2sk yellow (2), o.g., hinged, fresh, Very Fine; signed A. Diena, Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 460

Ex 461

Ex 463

460

H
Scandinavia: Norway, 1872-75, Post Horns, 1sk-7sk complete (16-21), o.g., hinged, fresh and clean;
light diagonal crease to 6sk value, overall, a Very Fine set, Scott $888. Facit 16-21.
Estimate $200 - 300

461

H
Scandinavia: Norway, 1909-10, King Haakon VII, 1K to 2K complete, “Die B” (67-69), o.g., hinged,
Very Fine, with the key 1.50K value Very Fine-Extremely Fine, Scott $685.
Estimate $150 - 200

462

H
Scandinavia: Norway, Well-Filled Collection, 1867-1928, we’re off to a running start with the 1867-68
1s to 8s series complete, with a cacophony of Post Horns, Rampant Lions galore, the iconic Polar Bear & Plane series, cheered on even by a very bearded Ibsen; #C1 is here, as are complete Dues for the period and the 1925 Officials complete; a few condition issues on the earliest sets, but the collection is a solid foundation on which to build,
F.-V.F. with many better, see it all on our website, Scott $5,460 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

463

H
Scandinavia: Sweden, Complete Officials Collection, 1874-1919 (O12-O55), first series the perforation.13 varieties, a lovely set with above-average centering, Very Fine as a group, Scott $746.
Estimate $150 - 200

464

H/(H)
Scandinavia: Sweden, Swell Collection, 1872-1928, starting with the full 1872-77 Rings/Numerals of
Value issue (#20, 21, 23, 26 and 27 each with 1984 or 1985 Nils Svensson certificates; all but #20 no gum); includes
1903 Post Office, both 1924 UPU series, 1920s issues unchecked for paper varieties, Landstormen overprints
complete, along with Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues and Parcel Post, clean; 1872 issue with minor issues, still generally
Very Fine, Scott $11,982 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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465

Ex 466

465

H
Spain, 1879, 10p olive bister (251), o.g., hinged; light corner crease upper right visible only from the
back, Very Fine, Scott $2,200. Edifil 209.
Estimate $300 - 400

466

H
Spain, 1900-05, Alfonso XIII, 2c-10p complete (272-286), a fresh, clean set; #286 with Specimen control number on reverse, F.-V.F., Scott $1,124. Edifil 241-255.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 467

Ex 468

Ex 471

467

H
Spain, 1905, Cervantes, 5c-10p complete (287-296), a pretty set worth a tilt, o.g., hinged, generally
Very Fine, Scott $500. Edifil 257-266.
Estimate $150 - 200

468

H
Spain, 1920, U.P.U. Congress, 1c-10p complete (318-330), a fittingly Post Office fresh set, with gleaming white paper and crisp colors, o.g., lightly hinged, generally Very Fine; with 2012 CEM certificate, Scott $410.
Edifil 297-309.
Estimate $150 - 200

469

H
Spain, Select Collection, 1855-1927, regular issues consist of a nice array of royal heads, with complete Semi-Postals (including the various 1927 overprints), along with Airmails, Officials—including the 1855 issue
complete—and a couple 1898 War Tax issues; selections from Cape Juby and Spanish Sahara as well, F.-V.F.
overall with better, imaged in full on our website, Scott $11,782 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

470

H
Spanish Colonies: Elobey, Annobon & Corisco, Electrifying Collection, 1905-10, fresh with the key
1905 series beautifully centered (especially the high values); complete for the period, F.-V.F. with much better, view
online, Scott $1,002 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

471

H
Spanish Colonies: Fernando Poo, 1894-97, King Alfonso XIII Infante, ½c to 25c complete (13-22),
o.g., hinged, clean printing and bright colors; 20c with a couple thin specks, F.-V.F.; 12½c signed, Scott $623.
Estimate $150 - 200

472

H
Spanish Colonies: Fernando Poo, Scintillating Compilation, 1879-1907, with the following sets complete: 1879, 1882, 1899, 1900, 1902, 1905 and 1907; clean with nice centering, F.-V.F. with better, imaged in full on
our website, Scott $2,381 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

473

H
Spanish Colonies: La Aguera, Complete, 1920-22 (1-26), the Colony’s two sets, remarkably fresh;
#1-13 with Specimen control numbers on reverse (as so often found), #14-26 with “standard issue” controls; #11
with unlisted plate scratch, generally Very Fine with some closer to perfect than others, Scott $460 (photo on
website).
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: SPAIN - SWITZERLAND

474

Ex 477

Ex 480

474

H
Spanish Colonies: Puerto Rico, 1890, Infante, 80c yellow green (130), surprisingly clean for the issue; small buckle from hinge remnant, still F.-V.F.+, Scott $700.
Estimate $150 - 200

475

H
Spanish Colonies: Puerto Rico, Effectively Complete Collection, 1873-1900, with full sets of the
1873-76 overprinted issues, all the Kings and Infantes you could want (and almost all that there are), plus a nice set
of 1899 U.S. “Porto Rico” overprints on regular issues and Dues and revised 1900 “Puerto Rico” overprints on the
1¢ and 2¢ values; generally clean; earlies with the occasional perforation or toning issue, but a great collection
nonetheless, F.-V.F., Scott $4,922 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

476

H
Spanish Colonies: Rio de Oro, Gold Standard Collection, 1905-21, comprising each of the major series (less 1914), all to the 10p value; eye-catching color and fresh throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, Scott
$1,537 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

477

H
Spanish Guinea, 1902, First Issue, 5c to 5p complete (1-8), great color and better than average centering; #8 no gum, F.-V.F.+, Scott $898.
Estimate $250 - 350

478

H
Spanish Guinea, Near-Complete Collection, 1903-26, comprising each of the “Royal” sets, standard
and overprinted, for the period (less the 1914 set), plus complete Semi-Postals; great color throughout, with just
one or two showing any signs of age; very little missing to complete, F.-V.F., Scott $2,415 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

479

H
Spanish Morocco, Marvelous Marruecos Collection, 1903-28, a beautiful assemblage mounted on
reproduction Scott pages; early and late issues near-complete (including blocks of four of the ¼c issues), with
mid-range issues more hit-or-miss; Semi-Postal and Special Delivery sets present, as are the overprinted stamps
for Tangier; vibrant color and generally clean throughout, F.-V.F., view online, Scott $1,307 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

480

HH/H Switzerland, 1882-1904, Standing Helvetia, 20c to 3f complete (82-88), rich color and outstanding
centering; #86 & 88 never hinged, Very Fine overall, Scott $2,930.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

481

H
Switzerland, Swiss Mix, 1862-1928, starting with a page of Seated Helvetias with eye-popping color
and including a selection of Standing Helvetias, William Tells, 1914-18 Landscapes, 1919 Peace, ever-popular
early Semi-Postal Canton Coats-of-Arms, iconic early Airmails, along with Postage Dues and Franchise stamps,
Very Fine overall, though some earlies with minor condition issues, see it all on our website, Scott approximately
$10,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

482

H/m
Switzerland, Selection, 1918-28, three organizations in all: Switzerland’s Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft
(mint, o.g.), Society of Nations (used) and International Labor Office (used); each complete and fresh; cancels are
unobtrusive, and centering is very nice throughout—our collector had a good eye, Very Fine group, Scott $2,129
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

483

H
Yugoslavia, Impressive Collection, 1918-28, from Bosnia & Herzegovina overprinted issues through
the four-X overprints on Semi-Postals, a near-complete, pristine and fresh collection; previously hinged, the stamps
are here mounted on reproduction Scott pages; includes 1918-19 Croatia and Slovenia issues, Semi-Postals,
Dues, Special Delivery and Newspaper stamps; missing very few items for completion, Very Fine; with 2011 Petric
certificate for #3LJ19-3LJ20, Scott $2,248 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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Asia, Middle East and Africa

Ex 484
484

HH
Ethiopia, 1911, Dire-Dawa Provisional Surcharges complete (94-100), incredibly fresh set of this difficult issue, especially in never hinged condition, F.-V.F., rare: only 20 or so unused sets exist, ex-Roberto Sciaky;
each thrice-signed (pencil or handstamp), Scott $350 for hinged. Yvert 93-99; €1,400 ($1,710).
Estimate $500 - 750

485

H
Ethiopia, Near Complete Collection, 1894-1936, a spectacular, rarely seen, fresh and bright compilation mounted on reproduction Scott album pages; ranging from #1 through 246, with B1-B5, C1-C10, even N1-N7;
all mint, with #87-93 never hinged; #90 with horizontal crease, overall F.-V.F. with many better, see everything on
our website; #86-92 with 2014 Bernard & Pascal Behr certificate, Scott $2,253 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

486

H
Ethiopia, Postage Dues, 1896-1912 (J1-14, J22-49), on a black stockcard and mounted on a reproduction Scott album page; crisp colors and sharp strikes of overprints throughout; lacking only J21-J27 for completion;
a couple with hinge remnants, but most previously or lightly hinged, F.-V.F. with many better, Scott $727 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

487

Ex 488

Ex 489

Ex 490

487

H
Iran, 1862, 25c (5 shahi) deep green & green, litho border (52), o.g., hinged, blazing color and absolutely perfect centering, Very Fine+, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

488

H
Iran, 1875, Imperial Arms (Lion & Sun), 1ch to 8ch complete (11-14), a wonderful set with clearly distinguished rouletting, incredibly fresh; 2ch with a small toned spot bottom center, Very Fine; all but 4ch value signed
various, Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400

489

H
Iran, 1885, “Officiel” overprints complete (66-69), sharp-looking issues, Very Fine; each signed M
Sadri, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

490

H
Iran, 1887, “Officiel” overprints complete (70-72), just beautiful stamps, Very Fine; each signed M
Sadri, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: IRAN

Ex 491

Ex 492

491

H
Iran, 1899, 1ch to 50Kr handstamped overprints complete (120-135), incredibly fresh with well-defined overprints, o.g., a very nice set; all but 10c signed, Scott $557.
Estimate $300 - 400

492

HH/H Iran, 1907-09, Mohammed Ali Shah Qajar, 1ch to 50k complete (428-445), an absolutely gorgeous
set; 4K hinged, 50K very lightly hinged, the remainder of the stamps never hinged, F.-V.F. with better, Scott $976
for o.g.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 493
493

H
Iran, 1909, Shah & Lion imperf set overprinted, 1ch to 30kr complete (464-480), just a breathtaking
set, with each stamp possessing four large margins, bright colors, crisp printing and fully legible overprints (showing correct structure and composition under 630x magnification), o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine (accompanying certificate states “superb and fresh”), only 500 sets believed printed; signed Champion, with 2015 Ceremuga
certificate, Scott $3,400. SG 320-326.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ex 494
494

52

H
Iran, 1911, Ahmad Shah Qajar “Officiel” overprints, 1ch-30kr complete (501-515), small portrait issue handstamped with dual-language “Rasmi/Officiel” overprint; vibrant colors and excellent centering across the
set, Very Fine with several better, looks and legitimacy; what more do you need?; with 2002 Sadri certificate, Scott
$5,155. Persiphila 475-489.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Ex 495

Ex 496

495

H
Iran, 1918, “1337"-dated overprints, 3ch on 12ch to 6ch on 10ch complete (607-609), eye-catching
color and very nice centering, Very Fine; each signed M Sadri, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

496

H
Iran, Airmail, 1927, “Poste Aerienne” bilingual overprints on 1909 Arms set, 1ch to 30Kr complete
(C1-C16), eye-popping colors and crisp overprints, fresh o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine overall, only 600 sets of the
top three values were printed; signed Turpin, with 2013 Ceremuga certificate, Scott $1,005.Estimate $350 - 500

497

H
Iran, The Peacock Throne Collection, 1881-1928, lovely and clean, spanning Qajar and early Pahlavi
issues; everything is remarkably fresh, most with above-average centering; a plethora of overprints present,
though we can’t vouch for every one—thus our conservative estimate on the lot (catalogue value for the collection,
if everything is good, is well in excess of $16,000!); several items signed M. Sadri, Very Fine overall (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

498

(H)
Italian Offices in the Levant, 1878 Victor Emmanuel II 20c orange (7), unused without gum, just a really pretty stamp, Very Fine, Scott $2,600. Sassone 11.
Estimate $300 - 400

499

(H)
Italian Offices in the Levant, Collection, 1874-81, lacking only the 1898 20c orange to be complete, unused without gum, each stamp is Post Office fresh with alluring color; a few minor condition issues, still overall
F.-V.F., Scott $8,966.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

500

H
Japan, Solid Starter, 1894-1927, for stock or on which to build; while lacking the high-value items, what
is here is clean, bright and nicely centered, making it the perfect introduction to Japanese philately and history, Very
Fine, well worth a look on our website, Scott $2,060 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: LIBERIA - TURKEY

501

502

501

H
Liberia, 1915-16, Mandingos, 50¢ on $2 green & black (147), o.g., barest trace of hinge, deep colors
on clean paper; looks like it was printed yesterday, Very Fine; signed Keveny, Scott $800. Estimate $200 - 300

502

H

503

H
Liberia, Exceptional Collection, 1866-1928, virtually complete, missing just the First Issues, the Ordinaries and several overprints; all items have been hinged at one point, but here are neatly and lovingly mounted on
reproduction Scott pages; Dues complete; regular issues, Semi-Postals, Officials and Registration stamps missing
just a few items, fresh and clean throughout, Very Fine, be sure to view this one on our website, Scott $3,857 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Liberia, 1915-16, 2¢ on 15¢ overprint on Vai Woman Spinning Cotton (151), Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 504

Ex 505

Ex 506

Ex 507

504

H
Turkey, 1909, Tughra and Reshad of Sultan Mohammed V complete (151-164), exceptionally fresh,
Very Fine overall, Scott $731.
Estimate $200 - 300

505

H
Turkey, 1911, Overprints for Sultan’s Visit, Monastir, complete (165-182, P69-P81), including both
regular issues and Newspaper stamp overprints; fresh, Very Fine set; all but #P69-P70 signed Richter, Scott $955.
Estimate $300 - 400

506

H
Turkey, 1911, Overprints for Sultan’s Visit, Pristina, complete (165a-182a, P69a-P81a), overprints
on regular issues and Newspaper stamps; a tough set, Very Fine collection; each signed Richter, Scott $955.
Estimate $300 - 400

507

H
Turkey, 1911, Overprints for Sultan’s Visit, Salonique, complete (165b-182b, P69b-P81b), regular
issues and Newspaper stamps; crisp and clean throughout, Very Fine; less #P75b, each signed Richter, Scott
$955.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 508

Ex 509

508

H
Turkey, 1911, Overprints for Sultan’s Visit, Uskub, complete (165c-182c, P69c-P81c), regular issues and Newspaper stamps; great color and clean strikes of the overprint, choice, Very Fine; each signed Richter,
Scott $955.
Estimate $300 - 400

509

H
Turkey, 1914, Views of Istanbul and Sultan Mohammed V, 2pa to 200pi complete (254-270), an exquisite set with the 200pi, one of the iconic late-Ottoman stamps, with barest trace of hinging, o.g., lightly hinged to
very lightly hinged, intense color and near-perfect centering, Very Fine across the series, Scott $785.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 510

Ex 511

510

H
Turkey, 1915, Crescent & Star and 1331 overprints complete (288-339), less #324; an outstanding
full run of the year’s overprints—not often seen, Very Fine as a whole, Scott $734.
Estimate $200 - 300

511

H
Turkey, 1916, Crescent & Star and 1332 overprints complete (355-419), missing only #389; choice
and fresh, rarely offered all together, Very Fine; note several signed Richter, Scott $1,123.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 512
512

H
Turkey, 1917, Ox-Head overprints, virtually complete (446//545), needing just a handful of items to
finish; most never get this close—take a look at the complete lot on our website, fresh across the board; note signed
items, Very Fine on the whole, Scott $2,546.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: TURKEY

Ex 513

Ex 514

513

H
Turkey, 1919, Armistice Issue, 2½pi to 25pi complete (552-564), a very pretty set, fresh and clean with
bold colors and clear overprints, Very Fine overall, Scott $532.
Estimate $150 - 200

514

HH/H Turkey, 1923, First Issue of the Republic, Ahmed Nazmi Printer, complete (605-623), a lovely set, either very lightly hinged or never hinged, Very Fine set, Scott $1,436 for o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750

515

516

515

H
Turkey, 1892, “Imprimé” overprint on 10pa gray green Tughra and Coat-of-Arms (P25), a remarkable example, with portions of three overprints, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; signed Vachat BPP, Scott $500 italicized.
Estimate $150 - 200

516

(H)
Turkey, 1892, “Imprimé” overprint on 20pa rose Tughra and Coat-of-Arms (P26), solid strike of the
overprint, unused without gum, F.-V.F.+; signed Vachat BPP, Scott $1,250 italicized.
Estimate $350 - 500

517

518

Ex 519

517

H
Turkey, 1892, “Imprimé” overprint on 1pi blue & 2pi orange Tughra and Coat-of-Arms (P27-P28),
the 2pi’s overprint particularly nicely (and centrally) struck, F.-V.F.; each signed Georg Bühler and another, each
with 2009 ISFILA certificate, Scott $310 italicized.
Estimate $150 - 200

518

H
Turkey, 1892, “Imprimé” overprint on 5pi violet Tughra and Coat-of-Arms (P29), F.-V.F.+, a stunning stamp with impeccable credentials; signed Richter, with 2008 ISFILA certificate, Scott $1,800 italicized.
Estimate $500 - 750

519

H
Turkey, 1901, 5pa to 5pi overprints complete (P37-P42), o.g., lightly hinged, a bright clean set of these
popular stamps, Very Fine; 20pa & 5pi values signed, Scott $526.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 520

Ex 521

Ex 522

520

H
Turkey, 1901 & 1905 5pa to 5pi overprints complete (P43-P54), both sets remarkably fresh-faced;
#P54 no gum, all others lightly hinged or hinged, F.-V.F. with many better, Scott $605.
Estimate $150 - 200

521

H
$500.

522

H
Turkey, 1909, 5pa to 5pi overprints complete (P61-P66), a stunner of a set with crisp color and clean
overprints, Very Fine, Scott $922.
Estimate $300 - 400

523

H
Turkey, Superlative Collection, 1863-1927, just a jaw-dropping collection, highly complete and exceptional quality throughout; starts with #1-5, excellent 1865-82 overprints on Star & Crescent issues, early Tughra issues (regular and with discount overprints), 1918-20 overprints, etc., along with Semi-Postals with 1915 and 1916
overprints, near-complete Postage Dues (including 1916 and Ox Head overprints), Newspaper stamps including
#P10-P14 and 1915-17 overprints, etc., etc., etc., Very Fine in toto, without doubt one of the nicest Turkey collections you’ll see; be sure to view on our website, Scott $9,499 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

524

H
Turkey in Asia, Most Impressive Collection, 1920-27, a very nice compilation of these difficult stamps;
a couple 1920 “Ottoman Posts 1336" overprints are present, with 1921 overprints more plentiful, and 1922 issues
on highly complete, including Adana overprints and Postage Dues, incredibly fresh, F.-V.F. with better, be sure to
see the entire lot on our website, Scott $2,272 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Turkey, 1908, 5pa to 5pi overprints complete (P55-P60), a Very Fine set; #P55 and P57 signed, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

Latin America
525

H
Latin America, The Balance Collection, comprising sets from Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Uruguay and Venezuela; some of the many highlights include Colombia #F1-F7;
Cuba #76-81, 88-93, 100-105; Nicaragua #1-2, 3-7, 109A-109M; Paraguay #O70-81; Uruguay #285-298,
C1-C6, C7 & C8; and Venezuela #4-6, 137-141, 259//268 (missing #261 & 266); fresh throughout, F.-V.F. with
many, many better, see the lot on our website, Scott $3,975 (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

526

Ex 527

526

(H)
Bolivia, 1867-68, Condor, 10c brown (4), fresh with large margins all around and crisp color, Very Fine,
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

527

H/(H)
Bolivia, 1868-69, Eleven-Star Coat-of-Arms complete (15-19), Post Office fresh; #16 & 19 no gum,
F.-V.F.; #19 signed twice, Scott $3,653.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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LATIN AMERICA; BOLIVIA - BRAZIL

526

Ex 529

528

(H)
Bolivia, 1867-68, Condor, 50c blue (6), clean paper, bold color and one of the nicest impressions we’ve
seen; full margins all around, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

529

H
Bolivia, 1868-69, Nine-Star Coat-of-Arms complete (10-14), beautifully fresh with crisp color and impressions, Very Fine overall; 50c signed “RG”, #14 with multiple signatures and 2009 Brian Moorehouse certificate,
Scott $1,223.
Estimate $350 - 500

530

HH/H Bolivia, Bodacious Selection, 1867-27 (1//162b), starting with #1, 2, 5 & 7 (each no gum), and continuing with complete sets including #20-23, 35-39, 40-46, 47-54, 55-59, etc.; some no gum or with hinge remnant, but
colors are fresh throughout and most are nicely centered, Very Fine on the whole, completely imaged on our
website, Scott $1,062 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 531

Ex 532

Ex 533

531

H/(H)
Brazil, 1850, Numeral Issue, imperf, 10r-600r complete (21-28), crisp printing; margins close on #21,
with the remaining stamps having margins well clear, and #28 perfectly centered within oversized margins; #27 &
28 no gum, Very Fine overall, whoever said black-and-white was out of style never saw this set, Scott $1,262.
Estimate $500 - 750

532

H/(H)
Brazil, 1878, Emperor Pedro, rouletted, 10r-1,000r complete (68-77), on clean paper with eye-popping color; #68 & 72-77 no gum, still a F.-V.F. set with better individual stamps, Scott $924. Estimate $300 - 400

533

H
Brazil, 1922-29, Pictorials & Allegories complete (236-257), fresh, with nice centering and generally
clean perforations, #246 without watermark, a Very Fine set, Scott $513.
Estimate $200 - 300

534

H/(H)
Brazil, Bravado Collection, 1878-1928 (78//P25), very pretty sets (and the occasional single), most o.g.
hinged, though noted several no gum and one or two minor condition issues; includes #78, 112-124, 125-131 (less
#130), 172-173, 189-191, 195-197, 174-188 (including #179a coil), 218-230, C1-C16, J1-J9, O1-O13 and Newspapers complete, overall, a Very Fine collection, see it all online, Scott $2,182 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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535

536

535

(H)
Chile, 1853, Columbus, 5c brown red on blued (1), watermark b, an absolute stunner with rich color on
clearly blued paper, adding depth to the remarkable impression; three full margins (showing frame lines of stamps
right and left), to just clear at bottom left, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

536

(H)
Chile, 1854, Columbus, 5c pale red brown (3), watermark b, bright color; clear margins left and bottom,
right margin showing part of adjacent stamp, top margin wide, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

537

H/(H)
Chile, Classics Collection, 1857-1927 (10//154), beginning with #10-11 (no gum), 12 (signed
Kneitschel), 13 (o.g.) and 14 (no gum), and continuing with full sets including #15-19, 20-24, 25-36 & 37-38, 83-97,
etc.; several items noted no gum or crease, but generally sound quality, Very Fine, especially later issues, visit our
website to judge the quality yourself, Scott $1,458 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 538

Ex 540

538

H
Colombia, 1910, Independence Centenary issue complete (331-338), an outstanding set, all looking
like they were printed yesterday, with excellent centering, Very Fine, Scott $438.
Estimate $200 - 300

539

H
Colombia: Antioquia, Alluring Collection, 1869-1910, rarely seen; starting with #5 & 7-9 and followed
by #12-18, a mix of 1875-85 issues (several manuscript cancelled), and then virtually complete from 1886 onwards;
includes a ½cv Manizales local private issue, as well as three Medellin private issues; a superbly clean collection,
F.-V.F., and it’s all on the website to view, Scott $554 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

540

H
Costa Rica, 1881-82, 1c on ½r to 20c on 4r surcharges complete (7-15), o.g., mostly lightly hinged; #8
& 14 no gum; slight toning on a few stamps, but still very pretty and F.-V.F. overall, Scott $477.
Estimate $150 - 200

541

H/(H)
Costa Rica, Robust Collection, 1863-1926 (1//O79), #1-4 (#1 o.g.), with many complete sets following,
including #16-20, 25-34, 45-54, 59-68, extensive Officials and even an o.g. set of Guanacaste #64-67; the collector
noted several items that were no gum or with faults, but overall a sound selection, Very Fine, see it all on our
website, Scott $1,452 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

542

H
Dominican Republic, Dramatic Collection, 1883-1914 (54//193), comprising #54-68, 71-84,
100-110A, 111-119 (including #117a error), 120-143, 144-150, 166-168, 177, 213-216, 227-228 and 186-193; a
couple used stamps in the mix, but generally mint o.g. and sound, Very Fine overall and very pretty throughout, imaged on our website, Scott $852 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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LATIN AMERICA: GUATEMALA - MEXICO

543

H/(H)
Guatemala, What a Bella Selection, 1871-1927 (1//RA2), from #1-4 (no gum, #2-3 thins), singles and
sets including #15-16, 17-20, 21-25, 26-30, 31-41, 60-73, a solid set of overprints, O1-O5 and RA1-RA2; a few individual items noted by the collector as no gum or faulty, but a striking accumulation nonetheless, F.-V.F. with much
better, see for yourself online, Scott $715 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

544

H/(H)
Haiti, Ace Compilation, 1881-1920 (1//J18), from the First Issue (#1-6, no gum), lovely full sets including
#7-13 with 8a, 18-30 and 31, 38-67, 81-168, 177-180, singles between 184 and 198, 213-232, 235-242, 245,
247-248, 277, 279-308 and J17-J18; several noted no gum, but vast majority are o.g. hinged; overall fresh and
clean, a Very Fine collection on the whole, imaged on our website, Scott $1,477 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 545

Ex 546

Ex 547

545

H
Mexico, 1884, Hidalgo issue, 1c to 2p (150-162), a pretty set, with the 25c a top left corner single, Very
Fine, Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200

546

H
Mexico, 1885, Hidalgo Medallion, 1c to 25c complete (165-173), a remarkable set, with 3c and 25c being position pieces (left margin single and bottom margin single, respectively), plus the 5c a near-perfect jumbo;
definitely one to view, o.g. (#165 no gum), Very Fine with better, Scott $498.
Estimate $250 - 350

547

H
Mexico, 1899, Coat-of-Arms & Pictorials complete (294-303), a beautiful set, generally Very Fine;
#303 with 1983 MEPSI certificate, Scott $427.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 548

Ex 549

Ex 550

Ex 55

548

H
Mexico, 1916, “G. P. de M.” overprints on “Transitorio” issue complete (559-565), o.g., mostly
lightly hinged, Post Office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $505.
Estimate $200 - 300

549

H
Mexico, 1916, 5c on 1c to 60c on 2c Barril on Gobierno Constitucionalista overprints complete
(582-585), fresh with crisp, clean overprints, F.-V.F. with #585 Very Fine and lightly hinged; #585 with 2011 MEPSI
certificate, Scott $652.
Estimate $300 - 400

550

H
Mexico, 1916, Barril on Carranza overprints, 5c on 1c to 60c on 2c complete (587-590), remarkably
fresh and well-centered; we dare you to find a nicer set, Very Fine+, Scott $671.
Estimate $350 - 500

551

H
Mexico, 1911, “Oficial” overprints complete (O75-O85), fresh with great color and centering, Very
Fine, Scott $455.
Estimate $200 - 300
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552

H
Mexico, Meritorious Collection, 1874-1926 (105//JX25), comprising full sets across the range, including #117-122, 242-253, 304-309, 310-320, 370-380, 381-385, 482-483, 484-494, 495-499, 515, 517-527, 528-538,
608-617, 634-641, etc.; a few Semi-Postals, Special Deliveries and Officials as well, plus Porte de Mar #JX1-25,
fresh throughout; a couple gum or condition issues noted by the collector, still a Very Fine quality collection, view it
all on the website; it won’t disappoint; #JX24 with 1981 MEPSI certificate, Scott $4,117 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 553
553

H/(H)
Peru, 1899, “Liberty” high values, 5s-10s complete (158-159), a great-looking pair: great color on perfectly white paper; #158 no gum, Very Fine; #159 signed A. Diena, Scott $853.
Estimate $300 - 400

554

H
Peru, Prolific Collection, 1860-1931 (9//RA12), beginning with a lovely #9 and continuing with (mostly)
sets, among which are 125-128, 129-133, 134-140, 187-195, C1, a few Dues and Officials, Q1-Q6, Q7-Q9,
RA1-RA5, etc.; a few individual faults noted by the collector, F.-V.F. with much better, all on our website for viewing,
Scott $1,589 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Balance of the Collection
555

H
Worldwide, End-of-Consignment Worldwide Salmagundi, 1859-1928, a bit of this, a bit of that…all
mixed together and served for your collecting pleasure: Eastern Rumelia, Finland and Karelia, Romagna, Italian
Castellorizo, Corfu and Dalmatia; a small Philippines assortment, along with a few Hijaz, Dahomey and Inini issues
(hey, we said it was diverse—not that it had any rhyme or reason), F.-V.F. with much better, take a look—it’s all on
our website, Scott $3,780 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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